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ABSTRACT.
An investigation has been made of fluidised systems consisting 
of glass beads fluidised with air. The object of the investigation 
was to study the spread of residence times of solids in such systems. 
The principal variables for investigation were:-
(i) Aspect Ratio:- The length to diameter ratio of 
the fluidised bed.
(ii)The rate of fluidising gas (Air Rate).
(iii)The flow rate of solids through the system.
(iv) Holdback - a parameter of mixing.
(v) Segregation - a second parameter of mixing.
Regression equations were produced from two factorial
experiments and an attempt to correlate the results by a diffusional 
hypothesis was made.
The expected trends were confirmed and the investigation, 
being one of the first of its type, opened the field for several 
further interesting lines of research.
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Introduction.
One of the outstanding acheivments of the chemical 
industry in the years during and immediately following 
World War II has been the development and application 
of fluidisation. The first significant success of 
fluidisation was in the petroleum industry for the 
catalytic cracking of heavy petroleum fractions. Since 
this first application a wide variety of reactions have 
been found to be feasible with fluidised techniques.
Fluidisation is acheived by passing a stream of fluid 
upwards through a bed of suitably sized solid particles 
which are thereby thrown into a state of motion similar 
in appearance to that of a boiling liquid.
The advantages claimed with the use of this system may 
be outlined as follows
1. Improved heat transfer through the reactor.
2. Excellent temperature uniformity leading to easy 
reaction temperature control.
3. Lower mechanica.1 energy requirements than for fixed 
bed reactors.
k. Simple equipment construction.
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It will be seen from the consideration of temperature 
uniformity of the bed, that the solids must be extremely 
well mixed.
From, the point of view of catalytic reactions the good 
mixing of solids as well as the good mixing of solid and gas 
is important for temperature control.
One of the later applications of fluidisation is in the 
roasting or calcining of solids. It is apparent that whilst 
in a catalytic reaction, we are concerned with the issuing 
gas as the major product, in a roasting or calcining process 
we are concerned with the solids as the product.
Fluidisation offers the advantage of good heat transfer 
and temperature uniformity in a roasting process but the 
extremely good mixing of solids is a disadvantage when a 
continuous process is being carried out.
Due to the good mixing of solids a particle in the reactor 
may have been there for any length of time from the commencement 
of operation; also some particles must spend a time much shorter 
than the mean residence time in the reactor.
Thus the net effect is that some particles in the product 
will be over processed and some under processed.
The present work on residence times was undertaken to obtain 
information on the solids flow pattern in a fluidised reactor 
under different physical conditions.
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Literature Survey
1. General Aspects of Fluidisation,
A large number of workers have investigated the hydrodynamic 
properties of fluidised beds.
When a fluid is passed upwards through a bed of solids 
at a slow rate it will flow through the voids in the bed without 
disturbing the particles. If the flow is increased the pressure 
drop across the bed increases linearly with the flow rate. When 
the upward force due to the pressure drop equals the weight of 
the bed the particles will rearrange- themselves to offer the 
minimum resistance to flow and the bed will expand. Upon further 
increase in flow rate the particles will separa.te from each other 
and will be supported in the gas stream. The system is then said 
to be fluidised.
The fluid velocity corresponding to the onset of fluidisation 
or "Critical Velocity" is of great importance,
A large number of earlier workers investigated the pressure 
drop - flow rate relationships and developed equations for the 
Critical Velocity.
Parent and his co-workers (l) studied the pressure drop flow 
rate relationships of solids in 1 to k inch diameter tubes. They 
did not produce an equation for Critical Velocity, but found 
experimentally that the fluidisation commenced at a flow rate much 
lower than the free fall rate of most of the particles in the bed. 
They observed also the tendency for channelling in tubes of small
- if -
diameter and that particle size distribution had a marked effect 
on the quality of fluidisation produced.
Wilhelm and Kwauk (2) performed experiments on the fluidisation 
of solid particles, by means of air and water in 3 and 6 inch 
diameter columns. Spherical and non uniform particles of a variety 
of material were used. They attempted to correlate pressure drop, 
fraction voids and velocity in generalised terms by four dimensionless 
groups. They defined two modes of fluidisation,
a) Particulate fluidisation, obtailed with water as the fluidising 
medium and characterised by continuous expansion of the bed with 
increase of flow.
b) Aggregative fluidisation, obtained with air as the fluidising 
medium, characterised by small expansion of the bed after incipient 
fluidisation and an easily discernableinterface between solid and 
gas at the top of the bed. From their observations they suggested 
that true gases and liquids may serve as models for fundemental 
studies in the mechanism of fluidisation with respect to energy 
relations, heat transfer and mass transfer.
Kalbach (3) has described methods for developing design data 
for the application of fluidised techniques to industry and listed 
the usual advantages cff the process, such as temperature uniformity, 
ease of control and high heat transfer rates. He then described 
various applications of the technique. An important point raised 
in this work was the fact that rapid solids mixing eliminated
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any significant counter current action in a single bed and 
encouraged short circuiting. It was considered that in certain 
cases a single reactor might produce a product that was unacceptable. 
He recommended the division of the reactor into several zones to 
cure this. The remainder of the paper was devoted to the prediction 
of reactor dimensions and methods of obtaining data for the 
determination of the order of gaseous reactions in the fluidised 
bed.
In a companion paper Kalbach (k) discussed solids mixing,
A later section of this survey is devoted to this question.
An important contribution to the study of fluidisation
has been made by M. Leva and co-workers. His first papers on this 
subject were published in 19^8.
The introductory paper (5) contained a description of the 
technique and appearance of fluidisation, a discussion of its 
applications and the results of several experiments to obtain 
data for developing an equation for critical velocity. The equation 
developed was as follows:-
Gq = 0.005 F d5 (ps - p) pg
A 2 ( 1 - d)
Gq = Mass flow based on empty vessel at critical velocity.
Dp = Effective particle diameter, 
d = Fraction voids.
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p = Solid density, 
p = Gas density, 
g = Acceleration due to gravity, 
p = Gas viscosity.
= Shape factor.
Visual observations showed that the bed in the fluidised state 
resembled a column of liquid heated from the bottom, with the 
result that convective currents were generated throughout the 
fluid body. It was also observed that in small diameter equipment 
bubbles of gas coalesced to form a gas slug at high gas rates.
For a slugging bed the pressure drop was found to fluctuate between 
wide limits. The effect of channelling was also recorded and it was 
stated that it appeared chiefly to depend on:-
1. Moisture in the bed.
2. Diameter of the unit.
3* Rate of fluid flow.
A. Particle Diameter.
In a. later paper Leva (6) continued his work in developing
correlations for fluidisation of small particles. It was observed
that a bed of fine particles must have a certain minimum voidage
before fluidisation could set in. This minimum voidage d „ wasD mf
correlated with the effective particle diameter for the shapes 
considered.
An expression for fluidisation efficiency was developed from
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the fact that more work is required to force fluid through a 
fluidised bed than through an expanded bed. Leva concluded 
from his experiments, which were carried out on on different types 
of sand, fluidised with air, carbon dioxide and helium, that the 
onset of fluidisation could be predicted from a knowledge of the 
pressure drop, particle size, and fractional voids in the bed.
He obtained good correlation of his experimental results.
Slugging was also observed and it v/as recorded that it was 
dependent on tube diameter,particle size and bed depth.
In a third paper Leva (7) extended his experiments to the 
fluidisation of Fischer rrupsch catalyst and again was able co 
correlate his results with those obtained with sand in earlier 
experiments. He also proposed methods of applying the correlations 
obtained to process design stressing the importance of a correct 
evaluation of the physical properties of the reaction mixture.
In the work of Matheson 8c Herbst (8) attention is focused 
on the determination of the Stormer viscosity of the fluidised 
bed. Correlations were also developed relating the maximum bed 
density to particle size or particle density. Photographs in the 
paper relate the effect of aeration of solids of different sizes 
to the aeration of liquids of varying viscosity. The qualitative 
result deducible from the photographs is that smaller particles 
behave in a manner analogous to a non-viscous liquid and •Lhat 
larger particles are analagous to more viscous liquids.
In the experimental work the Stormer viscosity was determined 
for a number of fluidised systems. It was found that with narrow 
size ranges of particles the particle size has a marked effect on 
viscosity of a bed of coarse particles. It was proposed that the 
Stormer viscosity was a function of the volume in which the' 
particle could freely move.
It followed from this that the viscosity of the bed is a 
function of the maximum bed density. The experimentally 
determined viscosities were plotted against a function of bulk 
density, maximum bed density and particle size for each system 
and material investigated. The plot gave a reasonably straight 
line which bore out the preceeding theory. It was stated that 
the tendency to slug increased as the viscosity increased.
Work was undertaken by Lewis Gilliland and Bauer (9) to 
clarify some of the points raised by earlier workers (2) (5) (6) (7). 
Experimental work was carried out in perspex tubes of 2.5 inches 
and A.5 inches diameter on Scotchlite glass beads, Aerocat 
(Fluid Catalyst Powder) and Puffed Rice. Deviations were found 
from the conclusions of earlier workers (p)» It had previously 
been concluded that the pressure drop was equal to the weight of 
the solids per unit area. Lewis and co-workers found, however, 
excess pressure drops of 20%,
It was concluded that these excess pressure drops were
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caused by frictional drag on the wall of the tube. This effect 
was magnified by increasing the length to the diameter ratio 
(Aspect ratio ) of the bed, and also by electrostatic effects.
It was concluded that the weight of the solids was equal to
the pressure drop for small aspect ratios, but not in other cases.
In a theoretical paper R. Morse (10) compares the work of 
Parent (l) (page 3), Wilhelm and Kwauk (2) (page A), and 
Leva (3) (b), (pages 5 ana 6 ). As an introduction he refers to 
the work of.Carman (11), who assembled much data on flow through 
fixed beds of solids, and showed that for streamline flow:-
©■,3
= 5
A p = Pr essure drop
e = Fraction voids.
jii - Fluid viscosity.
g = Conversion factor 32.17 ft.lb. lb. force (sec)^. c
a = Surface area of particles / unit volume.
L = Height of fixed bed
G = Mass velocity of fluid.
p^ = Fluid density.
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Morse then attempted to fit the results from the experiments 
of the earlier workers to the general curve by Carman.
It was observed that the equations for critical velocity 
and fractional voids developed by Leva (6) (page 5 ) did- not 
fit the Carman curve in the case of small sized particles.
Leva had previously concluded that small particles required 
and extra amount of energy for fluidisation* He defined a 
"Fluidisation Efficiency" on this basis. Morse considered 
this term to be misleading and proposed that the deviation 
from the Carman curve be called a deviation factor. Morse 
also considered that the explanation, by Leva, that fluidisation 
of a bed of small particles required extra energy above that 
required to expand a fixed bed was in opposition to the 
observed lower friction factor in beds of fine particles.
Morse put forward his own hypothesis that surface forces 
caused fine particles to act as agglomerates of large size.
The use of large particle sizes in the calculation of the 
co-ordinates of the points from Leva’s results would bring 
these results into line with the general Carman curve. With 
regard to the experimental results of Wilhelm and Kwa.uk (2)
Morse demonstrated that good agreement was obtained with the 
Carman equation before fluidisation commenced. Also reasonable 
agreement was obtained in the case of fluidisation with water. 
However, when the fluidising medium was air no correlation
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could be obtained with the Carman equation.
Morse proposed the following mechanism for fluidisation 
on the basis of his findings. Particles in the fluid bed could 
change their degree of agglomeration in response to surface or 
other attractive forces. The particles may be moved around by 
the drag of the fluid streams or by their own weight. This 
tendency would be expected to increase with differences in 
the solid and fluid densities; and to decrease with increase 
in the specific surface of solid and increase in fluid viscosity.
He concluded, therefore, that deviations from the Carman curve 
were a measure of the non-uniform dispersion of fluid and particles
i.e. poor quality fluidisation.
A good mathematical analysis of packed beds, expanded beds 
and fluidised beds was per formed by S.Ergun and 4. Orning (12) 
who based their work on the Carman equation. They emphasised 
the point that a fluidised bed is not homogeneous with regard 
to the solid concentration. For this reason a fluidised bed 
should not strictly be called a two-phase system. They put 
forward the theory that in the fluidsed bed a denser but expanded 
bed constituted the continuous phase, while buboles, which 
contained solids in suspension, constituted the dis-continuous 
phase. They concluded from the experimental data of several 
workers (13) (^) that a general equation could be developed 
relating pressure drop to gas flow for fixed beds. The equation
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showed that the ratio of pressure drop to superficial gas 
velocity was a linear function of mass flow rate. The general 
equation for the fixed bed also applied to the expanding bed.
Here the pressure drop remained constant while the fraction voids 
were increased. Expansion was said to be homogeneous until 
the bed reached the loosest stable configeration of solids.
With increase of flow rate after this point bubbling appeared 
and fluidisation began. It was proposed that a constant product 
of gas viscosity and superficial gas velocity would serve as a 
criterion fora standard state of fluidisation at different 
temperatures and gas compositions.
A work, concerned with the transport of solids in the 
fluidised state, was published by L. Farbar(l5) in which the 
flow through several types of nozzles was investigated.
Qualitative observations were also made on the flow in solid 
lines on short and long radius bends.
In a theoretical paper by G. Kiddoo (16) the work of Leva 
(5) (6) was discussed and his equations quoted as design correlations 
for process equipment. The phenomenon of slugging was discussed 
and in agreement with other workers it was observed that 
slugging occured in small diameter equipment. Channelling was 
also discussed and it was stated that this phenomenon was likely 
to occur in small diameter shallow beds at relatively low fluid 
velocities.
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At higher fluid velocities greater particle movement 
was said to destroy the channels. An important point in the 
paper was the mention of the fact that a wide size distribution 
of particles promoted smooth fluidisation. It was stated that 
a large proportion of fines tended to cause channeling, and 
insufficient fines caused slugging.
A review of methods of transporting solids by fluidisation 
has been published by A, Sadler (17) • He described several 
methods of pneumatic conveying and also the special AirSlide 
conveyor working with much less air than was usually required 
in pneumatic conveying.
In 1950 Leva and Weintraub (l8) published the results of 
their earlier work. (5) (6) (7) (pages 5»6, and 7 ) in the form 
of a nomogram designed to facilitate the calculation of pressure 
drop through fixed and fluidised beds.
Experimental work on the pressure drop across a fluidised 
bed was also carried out by Agarwal and Storrow (19). They 
fluidised Geon particles (P.V.C. spheres of diameter 72-300 
mesh B.S.S.) in air.
They found that the pressure drop increased with increasing 
flow until fluidisation was acheived and then no further increase 
in pressure drop was measurable. This confirmed the results of 
Parent (l) (page 3 )• The results from beds initially in the 
packed condition showed an appreciable increase in pressure drop
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over that equal to the weight of the solids. A maximum air 
velocity at which smooth fluidisation occured proved difficult 
to assess, most of the experimental materials showed a 
progressive "bumping" tendency before reaching the point where 
slugging finally commenced.
From the work of Kramers (20) on the rheology of a fluidised 
bed it was deduced that the degree of turbulence in the fluidised 
bed increased in an upward direction i.e. gas bubbles grew on 
their way up. He concluded from these experiments that even under 
carefully specified conditions no definite physical properties 
could be ascribed to a fluidised bed, because it was essentially 
non-uniform.
A paper published by Van Krevelen, Van Heerden and Nobel 
(21) demonstrated a new approach to the problem of determining 
the critical velocity for fluidisation. By the introduction of 
a so called effective particle diameter and a generalised shape 
factor it was shown that instead of porosity and particle size 
being the principal properties which determined the resistance 
to gas flow the actual principal factor was the number of 
particles per unit volume of the bed. Work was carried out 
on a number of materials fluidised by several gases. From the 
experiments the following equation 'was developed for the critical 
velocity for fluidisation:-
Re = Reynolds number at critical velocity, o
B = Generalised shape facor. (B=l for spheres.) 
p = Gas density.
^bm = 'Be(^  maximum porosity,
g = Acceleration due to gravity,
yu = Fluid viscosity,
jjp = Mean particle size.
This equation was found to correlate the experimental results 
with reasonable accuracy.
Another attempt to formulate an equatbn for critical 
velocity was made by Miller and Logwinuk (22). A logical 
approach . was made by taking the readily available properties
of fluid and solid and setting up the following equation:-
n i 1 ty & ( \ b c d eGq = k Dp ( p - pf ) p f fxf g .
G = Mass flow at critical velocity, o J
D = Mean particle size, 
p
p = Solid density, 
p^ = Fluid density. 
ji^  = Fluid viscosity, 
g = Acceleration due to gravity.
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The values of the exponents were determined by dimensional 
analysis, and experimental work, the equation being finally 
presented in the following form:-
V = 0.00125 Dp ( p - pf ) 0,9 p°-X g
f1
Good correlation was found with all the experiments performed.
It was also noted that the depth of the solids in the fluidised 
bed did not effect the critical velocity.
An important contribution to the knowledge of the movement 
of particles in a fluidised bed was made by R. Morse and 
C* Ballou (23).
They designed and put into use a ;,Capacitometer!? which 
measured the particle density at various points in the fluidsed 
bed. They conducted a number of experiments with a variety of 
materials in order to determine the uniformity of fluidisation. 
They recorded the following observations:-
1. It was evident that a wide size range produced good 
uniformity of fluidisation the extraction of fines from the 
bed causing the uniformity to decrease to marked degree.
2. Observations confirmed previous reports that after the 
fluidisation velocity was reached gas jessed through the bed 
in bubbles, the uniformity decreasing with increasing gas 
velocity. It was observed, in addition, that light fine material
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fluidised more uniformly than heavy material at equivalent 
velocities.
3* Observations indicated that the uniformity of the bed 
near the air distribution plate was not affected, when 
fluidising coarse material, when bed depth was increased.
However, from observations taken at differing points up the bed, 
it appeared that the uniformity decreased towards the top of the 
bed. To confirm these results it was recommended that more 
experiments should be performed by taking uniformity readings . 
at different levels on a number of beds of the same material.
A similar peice of research was carried out by Shoster and 
Kisliak (2A). They considered that the probe used by Morse and 
Ballou (23) could upset flow conditions in the bed. They also 
considered the pressure measuring device developed by Gerald to 
be unsuitable for their purpose.
They therefore developed their own pressure measuring device 
to detect small fluctuations of the pressure drop across the 
fluidised bed. This device was worked from outside the bed and 
thus did not upset the flow patterns in the bed.
They related the quality of fluidisation to the amplitude of 
the pressure drop variations across the bed by recording their 
information on graphs showing pressure drop plotted against a 
time scale. They reached the following conclusions:-
1. The quality of fluidisation decreased initially with an
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increase in the gas rate, reached a minimum and finally- 
increased again. They considered that this stage corresponded 
to the particulate fluidisation reported by Wilhelm and Kwauk (2) 
(page A ), when fluidising with water.
R. Toomey and H. Johnstone (26) considered that most theories 
and correlations developed to explain the nature of fluidised 
beds were based on relationships derived from fixed beds.
Whilst these made a convenient starting point they did not give 
the true characteristics of fluidised beds. They, therefore, 
formulated their own theory of themechanism of fluidisation.
They observed the absence of translatory motion at the start 
of fluidisation and its increase with increase in gas velocity.
It was considered that two phases occured in the fluidised 
bed, one a continuous phase consisting of uniformly distributed 
solids in a supporting gas stream, the other a discontinuous phase 
consisting of pure gas in the form of bubbles, channels or slugs. 
It was also considered that the gas flow in the continuous phase 
was always viscous. Assuming that only the continuous phase 
existed at the point of incipient fluidisation an incremental 
increase in the superficial gas velocity would necessitate a 
slight expansion in the system. The system must expand till an 
equilibrium void space is established which both maintains the 
particles at their terminal velocity and permits additional gas 
to pass through the voids in the continuous phase.
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As the superficial gas velocity is further increased the 
flow tends to become turbulent.
It was postulated that the single phase fluidisation 
remained stable until a critical condition was reached, then 
additional gas passed through the bed in bubbles, channels or 
slugs. Increase in gas velocity led to the particle motion 
becoming more and more random until finally the bed broke up 
and was carried out of the system.
For the quick assessment of a fluidisation velocity in a 
design problem a nomogram was prepared by J. Lowenstein (27) 
based on the work of Wilhelm and Kwauk (2) (page A). Lowenstein 
considered his nomogram to be of value for a preliminary design 
consideration but refers also to the equation of Van Heerden (21) 
for a more rigorous approach to the prob]em.
Gas mixing in fluidised beds.
Premliminary studies of the problem of gas mixing in 
fluidised beds were made by E. Gilliland and L. Mason (28).
The problem was studied by introducing tracer into the middle 
region of the bed and testing for this tracer above and below 
the point of injection. It was found that above the injection 
point a wide variation of concentration occured at different 
radii, whilst below the injection point a fairly even concentration 
persisted showing that considerable back mixing of gas had occured.
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An attempt was made to correlate the experimental results 
by using an equation of the type governing eddy diffusion. A 
reasonable correlation was found. It was also observed that 
back mixing decreased in small fluidised beds with increasing 
aspect ratio.
In a later paper Gilliland and Mason (29) reported further 
studies of back mixing using Helium as a tracer. It was definitely 
established that back mixing occured. It was thought however, 
that these back mixing studies were not entirely satisfactory 
due to non-representative gas sampling. Residence time studies 
were then made in order to obtain a better picture of gas mixing.
In these experiments fluidising gas consisting of a mixture of 
Helium and Air was introduced at the bottom of the column.
Helium flow was then discontinued and a series of samples 
taken of the gas leaving the bed. In this way the variation 
of the composition of the gas leaving the bed was obtained as 
a function of time. Three ideal cases could be defined for this 
type of study.
1. Piston flow, where the exit concentration of gas remained 
constant until one void volume of gas had flowed through the 
bed,and then fell to zero immediately.
2. Perfect mixing where a uniform composition would be acheived 
through the bed equal to the exit composition.
3. Dead water wheie all the gas in the bed at the moment of
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discontinuing Helium flow remains in the bed and gas entering 
after this is short-circuited. Experimental results showed 
that the deviation from perfect mixing was not very great 
but increased with an increase in aspect ratio. It was found 
that it was possible to correlate all the residence time study 
results in the following way:-
A plot was made of C/Co. where C was the instantaneous 
concentration at any time and Co. the initial concentration, 
as a function of the number of void volumes.
In all cases this produced two straight lines, one a 
horizontal line, at a value of C/Co. equal to unity, and the 
other a straight line of negative slope for the decreasing 
portion of the curve.
These plots were characterised by an intercept I, indicating 
the point where the data broke away from the original concentration; 
and a slope-S for the straight line in tne region of falling 
concentration. The intercept and slope were not independent of 
each other because to satisfy the mass balance it can be shown 
that:-
1 = S - 1
S
A system where piston flow occured would have a value of 1=1 
and a slope -S = oo . A perfectly mixed system would have a 
value of I = 0 and a slope -S = 1. The system consisting of dead
PISTON FLOW 
I  = I 
S — oo
FIG. No.I
PERFECT MIXING
1 = 0  
S =  oo
DEAD WATER
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water would have 1 = 0 and -S =co . The plots are shown in 
figure 1.
In a further paper Gilliland (30) reconsidered his 
residence time study data in the light of the fact that 
large differences in gas composition can exist over short 
distances in a fluidised bed.
He decided that his gas mixing studies indicated that 
neither piston flow nor perfect mixing occurred in the gas.
He proposed the theory that deviation from piston flow of 
gas through a fluidised bed could fall into two categories, 
mixing and by-passing. The spread of residence times was 
caused by a combination of these two effects. He considered, 
therefore, that residence time studies of this nature showed the 
results of a flow pattern in the fluidised bed without revealing 
the exact nature of the flow pattern.
A study of the residence time of gases in a fluidised bed 
on an industrial scale was made by P.V. Danckwerts et al (31) 
at Stanlow refinery. The technique used was similar to that of 
Gilliland and Mason (30), namely the injection of Helium tracer 
into the fluidising gas below the solids bed, and the removal 
of samples above the bed. The results of this work showed two 
facts.
(l) The reproducibility of the results was within the 
limits of analysis.
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(2) The gas flow pattern in the reactor was nearer 
to piston flow than to perfect mixing.
This latter point appears to be in contradiction to the 
results obtained by Gilliland and Mason. However, in the 
work of P.V. Danckwerts much higher gas velocities and 
consequently shorter mean residence times were employed 
together with a low aspect ratio.
A useful summary has been presented by Reman (32). He 
proposed that most of the published data on gas mixing could 
be correlated by the use of a diffusion model.
Solid Mixing in Fluidised Beds.
Very little published work appears on the subject of solid 
mixing in a fluidised bed.
Many workers have deduced that mixing was complete from 
heat transfer studies, many other workers have simply assumed 
that this was so.
J. Kalbach (A) (page 5)1 in his paper on general aspects 
of fluidisation stated that a fluidised bed may be considered 
as an efficient mixing chamber for solids. He proposed the 
erection of a multi-stage fluidised bed in order to overcome 
the mixing tendency of the solids. Equations were developed 
for the concentration of solids leaving these multi-bed reactors.
Heat transfer studies by Miller and Logwinuk (22) (page 15),
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indicated that solid mixing was rapid and complete.
Gilliland and Mason (28) also investigated solid mixing 
as well as gas mixing. The investigation was based on the 
determination of heat transfer coefficients from a fluidised 
solid to the wall of the container. It appeared from their 
experiments that heat was transfered from one section of the 
bed to another by mixing of the solids. They considered 
that the mixing mechanism could be of two types.
(i) Mixing due to general turbulence.
(ii) Solid flowing up the centre of the bed and down the
wall.
It was concluded that the mixing was probably a combination 
of the two types, the circulation being easily observed in the 
equipment. From the measured rates of heat transfer from one 
section of the bed to another they concluded that the mixing was 
extremely rapid.
Work on solid mixing was carried out by Leva and Grummer (33)» 
who reported a f1ow pattern similar to that of Gilliland and Mason 
(28), namely upward movement of particles in the centre of the bed 
and downward movement at the wall- In their experimental work 
a tracer material was prepared by dyeing some of the solid material
with Gentian Violet or Fuschine. It was found that only certain
materials could be dyed successfully. The tracer material was 
introduced into the top of a fluidised bed of uncoloured material.
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The time interval between the introduction of tracer and the 
establishment of visual uniformity of the material was recorded. 
From a correlation of the experimental results it was shown that 
the mixing time appeared to be dependent on the surface roughness 
of the particles for any particular weight of charge and air-rate. 
Fluidisation efficiency as defined by Leva (6) (page 6), was used 
as a correlation parameter. Observations were made of the particle 
velocities in the bed and results were correlated using this factor 
and the fluidisation efficiency. In all the experiments mixing 
was observed to be very rapid but the occurrence of slugging with 
deep beds effectively retarded the mixing.
The report by Reman (32) also contained information on solids 
mixing. He quoted the work of Bart (36) who carried out 
experiments on small diameter columns with solids feed to the 
base of the column and solids removal at the top. Tracer material 
was injected about half way up the bed and tracer samples were 
removed upstream from the injection point. Bart found that his 
experimental results fitted a diffusional mixing model of the 
following form:-
-S
C = e E x 
Co
C - Concentration of tracer substance.
C = Initial concentration, o
S = Superficial solid velocity.
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E = Diffusion coefficient for the solid phase, 
s
x = Length co-ordinate for the fluidised bed.
Bart also indicated that solid mixing would increase with an
increase in tube diameter but no experimental data was reported.
The importance of the quantity E / S, which was called thes
mixing length, was stressed in connection with fluidised solid 
reactions.
In a recent thesis work was carried out to discover the
nature of solid mixing in a fluidised bed. Beds with aspect 
ratios varying from 1.7 to 0,29 were used. Residence times of 
up to 280.0 minutes were employed. The experimental results 
indicated that no deviation from perfect mixing could be detected.
Some of ithe most recent work was carried out by Singer et al. 
(35) in industrial equipment of the Shell refineries. The work 
consisted of an investigation of catalyst flow patterns using 
radioactive tracers in the catalytic cracking units. Analysis 
of the results included the comparison of experimental 
concentration - time curves with theoretical models based on the 
concepts of piston flow and perfect mixing. They concluded from 
their results that in the dense phase in the reactors and 
regenerators the solids approached perfect mixing. Slight 
deviations occurred, which they attributed to by-passing of the 
catalyst round relatively immobile regions of solids, and elements
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of piston flow. They also concluded that these deviations from 
perfect mixing, toward piston flow, were appreciable in standpipes 
and transfer lines.
Residence time sudies.
One of the earliest papers on this subject was published by 
MacMullin and Weber (37) under the title of "The Theory of Short 
circuiting." They suggested that perfect mixing occurred when 
fluids were run into a stirred tank under conditions of continuous 
flow. An equation was developed for the concentration of a 
substance leaving a series of stirred reactors.
A later paper by Sherwood (38) described differences in 
reaction products obtained with batch laboratory tests and 
continuous flow equipment. These were due to mixing and short 
circuiting of elements of the fluid stream. An analysis of the 
importance of variable residence times required information on 
two separate aspects of the problem* the chemical yield of a 
reaction as a function of time, and the residence time distribution 
for the reactor. Residence time distributions are known for 
a few reactor designs (37), (39), (*t0). From a consideration 
of these reactor designs it may be seen that stirred reactors 
can give poor products when the spread of residence times is 
considerable. This is especially prevalent when chain or sequential 
reactions are involved. Long straight tubes are impractical for
carrying out reactions because the tube lengths will b’e excessive 
for most commercial flow rates, if the holding time is to be several 
minutes. Therefore, the problem is to design a reactor to give a 
narrow range of residence times. The-principles laid down by 
Sherwood were simple, they were:-
(i) Lateral mixing is beneficial.
(ii) Lontitudinal mixing is detrimental.
A simple experimental procedure was proposed to obtain the 
residence time characteristics of a piece of equipment. With 
the device operating at steady flow an amount of tracer was 
suddenly introduced at the feed point. Then the effluent 
was analysed at successive short time intervals. The plot of 
tracer concentration versus time gave the residence time distri­
bution of the equipment.
A recent paper published by E.S. Mah (Al) gave an historical 
review of the theoretical and practical methods of determining 
residence times. General considerations of methods of determin­
ation were made. It was stated that the residence time normally 
required was a steady property in the macroscopic sense and in 
order to investigate this property it was necessary to create an 
initial disturbance in the entering fluid stream.
This could be done in three ways:-
1. A "jump" signal i.e. an abrupt variation of some 
property or properties.
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2. The signal may be created by a sudden permanent change 
in a property i.e. a change in composition or colour.
3. Some wave signal of a certain property such as the 
sinusoidal variation of concentration may be used.
A consideration of the choice of tracers was then made. The 
tracer used may be a dye, an alkali, an electrolyte, an inert 
or a radioactive substance. In general the choice is based on 
several considerations. The tracer must have acceptable physical 
and chemical properties in the process environment. It must not 
disappear by reaction, absorption or desorption. It must be 
easily detected and analysed. It must give a quick response 
with respect to lags in the system, preferably being adaptable 
to continuous measurements. It must be miscible with the main flow.
The injection of the tracer requires a relatively simple 
mechanism in the case of a jump signal, fluid pressure being 
usually employed. With a signal of the wave form more elaborate 
equipment is required. Generally the technique is to add the 
tracer to the main stream at a relatively small rate which is 
varied periodically to various frequencies.
Some of the most valuable work on the study of residence 
times was published by P.V. Danckwerts (A2) (A3). These papers 
were of a theoretical nature, dealing with methods of determining 
the spread of residence times in continuous flow equipment, and 
the interpretation of the resulting data. The theoretical
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approach in the present work is based on this study. Two methods 
were proposed for the determination of the flow pattern in a piece 
of equipment.
1. Some property of the inflowing material undergoes a sudden 
change from one steady value to another. The material in the outflow 
is analysed and a plot of concentration of new material against
time is made. This plot is named an ”F-diagramr'. The F - diagram 
may easily be obtained by injecting tracer material into the 
entering stream. Most of the information from the F-diagram can 
be summarised by two quantities ’’Holdback” and ’’Segregation” derived 
from the diagram.
2. A quantity of tracer material is injected virtually 
instantaneously into the entering stream, analyses being taken 
of the outflow at various times after the injection. The plot 
of tracer concentration against time was named a ”C-diagram”.
Sketches of F-diagrams and C-diagrarns far various types of mixing 
are shown in figures 2 and 3
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Scope of the present work.
It was decided to make a preliminary study of the pressure 
drop flow-rate relationships in fluidised beds and to compare 
the results with equations developed by other workers.
The main portion of the work was to consist of a study of 
the spread of residence times of solids in fluidised beds. It 
may be seen from the literature survey that previous investigations 
of this type are practically non-existent.
The ’work of Gilliland and Mason (28) (page 19) • tackled the 
problem of gas residence times but little mention was made of 
solids mixing. The work of Bart (36) (page 25), reported a 
diffusional type of equation for solids mixing but little 
experimental data was reported. However, the survey of P.S. Mah 
(Al) and the work of Danckwerts (A3) form a reasonable theoretical 
basis for the work, and it was decided to carry out studies using 
a form of tracer material and to interpret the results in the 
form of C-diagrams and F-diagrams.
From most of the reports in the literature it would appear 
that perfect mixing occurred in the fluidised bed. However, it 
was considered that deviations, toward plug flow of solids, could 
occur with high aspect ratios and high solid throughput.
It was therefore decided to use aspect ratio, solids 
throughput and air rate as variables in experiments of the 
factorial type and to attempt to measure and correlate the 
deviations from perfect mixing.
CHAPTER II.
Theoretical Considerations.
1• Preliminary Work.
The following equations were proposed by various workers 
for the determination of the critical velocity for fluidisation.
1. M. Leva et*al. ($)•
Gq = Mass flow of gas at critical velocity, besed on empty tube
Dp = Effective particle diameter.
d = Fraction voids.
p = Solid density s
p^ = Gas density
g = Acceleration due to gravity. 
jo. = Gas viscosity.
^  = Shape factor.
2. Van Heerden. (21).
Go 0.005 a3 ( ps - Pf) Pf g
( 1 - d ) p
Reo
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R = Reynolds number at critical velocity,., based on empty tube.
B = Generalised shape factor,
p = Gas density.
p^m = Bed density at maximum porosity,
g = Acceleration due to gravity.
ji - Fluid viscosity.
3. Miller and Logwinuk (22).
V = 0.00125 D p ( p -  Pf)°'9 Pf'1 g 
_
V = Critical velocity.
Dp = Mean particle size,
p = Solid density,
p^ = Fluid density,
g = Acceleration due to gravity.
ji = Fluid viscosity.
2. The 'Theory of the Spread of Residence Times.
When material flows steadily through a vessel it is usual 
to make one of the following assumptions.
1. The fluid is completely mixed.
2. Elements of the fluid which enter the vessel at the same 
time move through it with constant velocity on parallel paths and 
leave at the same moment. This type of behavior is known as plug 
flow or piston flow. A flow pattern of this type is tacitly
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assumed to occur in most chemical engineering calculations.
It is, however, clear that many cases occur when neither
type of flow corresponds exactly to the models assumed. The
following analysis demonstrates a method of investigating the
discrepancies existing between assumed and actual behavior.
3« The F-diagram and Age Distribution Function.
The theory of the spread of residence times has been
treated mathematically by Danckwerts (31) (page 29)• The
following treatment is based on this work.
Let the volume of a vessel occupied by a fluid be V and
the volumetric flowrate through the vessel be v. Suppose some
property of the inflowing material is changed suddenly from one
steady value to another e.g. A colour change from white to blue.
Let the fraction of blue material in the outfall at a time © later
be F(©). The plot of F(9) versus v@/V will be called an F-diagram.
Typical F-diagrams are shown in figure 2.
In the case of perfect mixing the fraction of blue material
in the outfall at any time 9 is equal to the fraction of blue
material in the vessel. The relationship between F(0) and
v0/V may be derived as follows. At any instant
v F * = V d (F(Q) ) + v F(0)
dQ
where F'(Q) is the fraction of blue material in the inlet stream
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at any instant. Suppose 0 = 0 at the instant the material inflow 
changes from white to blue. Then:- F'(©) = 1 for ©= 0 and so:-
v = d F(@) V + v F(@)
d@
Then: d F(0) = v , —  - d (0)
1 - F(9) V
Integrating between 0 = 0  and 0 = 0
rF(9)=0 r0=O
d F(@) v
a© v
/ F(9)=F(0)
d0
0=9
In. ( 1 - F(9)) = - - 9
V
- v9
or: F(9) = 1 - e V
The shape of the F-diagram depends on the relative times taken 
by various portions of the fluid to flow through the vessel.
The elements of material present for time 0, and the fraction 
of the material in the system having at any instant ages between 
9 and ( 0 + d© ) is 1(0 )d0. The fraction of material having 
ages between 0 and ( 0 + d©), at the moment of leaving the 
system is E(0) d0. I and E are called the inlet and exit age 
distributions respectively. The relationship between E, I, and 
F can be demonstrated by imagining the ingoing stream, as before, 
being changed from white to blue. After any time 9 later the 
balance sheet for the blue material is:-
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Entered
Still in system 
Left in system
v©
V I ©' d©
fJ9" = ©" E(@' ) d©' d@"0 ©»
The last expression follows because the rate of outflow of the 
blue material at any time ©".after the colour change is:-
(©"
vl E(O’) d@1 
JO
Thus the conservation equation for the blue material is:-
v Q 
V
fQ fQ
I©1d©' + v
0
>
V
re" 
»*=0 J ©' =0
E(©)d@d@" ....1
The fraction of the blue material F(©) in the outflow at time 
© is given by:-
©
0
F(©) =
Differentiating equation 2 w,r.t. ©:- 
1 -
E( 0 1) d©'
E(@’)d©1 = V T/q \
0 v
and hence from equation 2,
1 - F(e) = V 1(9) 
v
k . The C-diagram
Similar information to that obtained from the F-diagram 
can be derived in a slightly different way, which can be more
convenient in certain circumstances. In this case the "jump" 
signal is employed.
A quantity of tracer, Q, of volume dV is injected into the 
vessel of volume V at the instant that © = 0. As the volumetric
flow rate is v the time required for the tracer to flow into the 
vessel will be dV/v = dQ. At time © the tracer will be the fraction 
of material having an age between © and (9 + d© ) and the fraction 
of material having this age at the exit is E(@)d@. Since the 
original concentration of tracer is Q/dV the exit concentration 
is : -
Q E(9)d© 
dV
Therefore:- C(©) = Q E(@)d© = £ E(9).......t .........„5
dV v
©
E(Q)d©
0
Then: C(©) = Q d F(©) ...................6
v d©
It may be noted that:-
v r00 c(e) a ve = i   ............    .7
q J o  v
so that the area under every C-diagram is unity.
5• Holdback and Segregation.
The information obtained from an F-diagram may be conveniently 
represented by two quantities, holdback and segregation, as shown 
by Danckwerts (31)•
u s o : F(G;
■
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The first quantity, holdback denoted by (H.B.) can be
quantitively defined as the area under any F-diagram between
v@ = 0 and vQ = 1. Therefore, it may be seen that 
V V
V/v
(HB) . = v 
V
F(9)d9 .....     . . .8
v 0=0
The holdback varies from zero for piston flow to values 
approaching unity when most of the space in the vessel is 
occupied by dead water. In the case of perfect mixing the 
holdback is given by:- /*©=¥/v
(HB) = y
V
-vQ/V1 - e ' d© = 1/e
@=0
Thus the holdback may be conveniently determined by comparison 
of an experimental F-diagram with the F-diagram for piston flow.
The shaded area A in figure Aa represents the magnitude of the 
holdback.
The second parameter of the nixing,segregation, is defined 
quantitively by the difference in areas between an experimental 
F-diagram and the theoretical F-diagram representing the condition 
of perfect mixing up to the point where the curves cross. The 
shaded area A, in figure Ab represents a positive segregation.
Figure Ac represents the conditions where the experimental F-diagram 
lies above the theoretical curve for perfect mixing. In this case 
the segregation represented by A2 is considered to be negative.
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to indicate the nature of the departure from perfect mixing. 
Segregation is of course zero for perfect mixing and varies 
from l/e for piston flow to values approaching -1 when most 
of the vessel is occupied by dead water.
6. Diffusional Mechanism of Mixing<
The apparently high degree of turbulence visible in a 
fluidised bed indicates the possibility that material in the 
bed will be distributed according to the laws of diffusion ' .
Considering a tube of length L, through "which material flows 
with an axial velocity u. Suppose that at time © = 0 a colour 
change occurs. If piston flow occurs the plane boundary between 
the two colours would move down the tube with a velocity u.
We can denote this imaginary plane by x=0 and use it as a frame 
of reference, so that at time 9 the plane x=0 is distant u@ 
from the entry and the x co-ordinates of the ends of the tube 
are -u9 and L ~uQ. These conditions are represented by figure 5* 
If the law of diffusion holds the material will be distributed 
according to the following equation.
c = D &f_c  ..... . ..........   ..... 10
Where c is the mean concentration of the entering material, at 
a time © and at a plane x, and D is the diffusivity which must 
be determined empirically.
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The following- boundary conditions will represent the facts 
for the case under consideration.
c = 0 x > 0
c = 1 x <C 0
c = 0
c = 1
X = 00
X = 00
= 0 
= 0 
> o
<  o
The solution to the equation under these conditions is:
Where
c -
erf. x
1 - erfJ \
2*/15e|
2 t s / D9
Since v _ u then; 
V " L
2 F(Q) 1 - erf. 1 - vG/V
2 /v© D 
a/ V Lu
11
Thus the F-diagram will be determined by the value of D/Lu.
For testing experimental data equation 11 may be differentiated 
with respect to v9/V, and, putting v©/V = 1, we find that:-
dF(9)
_ dv9/V v9 = 1
12
D/Lu may be calculated from this expression,, the F-diagram cstn be
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calculated from equations 11 and the results compared with the 
experimental curve.
One objection to the equation for the diffusional hypothesis
/ \ V © /is the fact that F(©) = 0.5 when V = 1 irrespective of the 
values of D/Lu. This fact may prove to be incompatible with 
the experimental results.
Also, due to the convective mixing patterns observed by 
some workers, it is possible that true random mixing does not 
occur and possibly a convection term should be included in the 
equation for the prediction of F-diagrams.
7. Selection of the Variables for Investigation.
Many workers have considered that solids mixing in fluidised 
beds was rapid end complete (A-), (27), (3^ -), & few published 
works contain reference to experiments designed to investigate 
the solids flow pattern (33)» (3&)* The following theoretical 
consideration may be applied to the problem.
A tube of infinite length should deviate from perfect mixing 
due to the impossibility of the concentration becoming instantly 
uniform through out, except with an infinitely large throughput. 
This immediately leads us to the selection of aspect ratio and 
solid feed rate as variables. The effect of increasing both 
aspect ratio and solids feed rate to a fluidised bed should 
have an additive effect in causing deviations from perfect 
mixing in the direction of piston flow. Also it is possible
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that very high solid feed rates could cause deviations from 
perfect mixing in the opposite directio, namely short circuiting, 
at low aspect ratios. With regard to the rate of flow of 
fluidising gas it is obvious that an increase in gas flew 
increases turbulence or mixing in the bed, and thus would 
have the opposite effect from increases in aspect ratio and 
solid feed rate. Thus, the flow rate of fluidising gas can 
be chosen as another important variable.
Another variable "which might possibly be important is 
the particle size of the material being fluidised. The 
influence of the size range of the material is also of 
interest. These two variables will not, however, be investigated 
in this work.
Apparatus.
1. General.
It was decided to carry out all the fluidisation 
experiments in Perspex tubes in order to make visual 
observation of movements in the bed. Two sizes of tube 
were available namely 9 inch diameter sections and y/z inch 
diameter sections.
2. Apparatus for Preliminary Work.
The essential part of the apparatus, the fluidisation 
column, consisted of the nine inch diameter perspex flanged 
sections. Six sections, each of height one foot, were used. 
The sections were secured together using six bolts through 
the flanges, cork gaskets being inserted in the joints to 
prevent air leakages.
FIG .  No.6
AIR DISTRIBUTOR FOR 9 ' DlA. COLUMN
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The column base was constructed from cast iron, and an air 
distributor was used to ensure an even air flow over the 
cross-section of the column. A drawing of the distributor 
is shown in figure 6.
Air for fluidisation was supplied by an air compressor 
working at a pressure of 150 lbs/in . This pressure was 
reduced by means of two reducing valves to a working pressure
p
of approximately 5 lb/in“. The air flow to the column was 
filtered through a straight section of ipiping packed with 
glass wool. The ear flow was measured by means of a calibrated 
orifice meter.
The support plate for the fluidised bed was made from 
l/l6" brass plate drilled with 1/52” holes on a 3/^ -M triangular 
pitch and countersunk on the upper side at 90°. This pattern 
was adopted so that the gas velocity throug;h the holes would 
be very high, even at low flew ratt-s, thus ensuring that the 
holes did not become blocked during operation.
The perspex column was fitted with pressure tappings to 
enable the pressure drops across the fluidised oed to be 
measured.
The top of the column was provided with a cover, fitted 
with a gas off-take pipe leading to a small cyclone separator 
to remove any entrained solids.
Cyclone
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plate to the required bed height. This off-take was fitted 
with a quick release diaphragm valve at the external end.
A general view of the modified apparatus is shown in figure 8.
A fluidisation column of y/z inches in diameter and 6 feet 
in height was also- erected. This was first erected next to the 
nine inch column in order that the feed boxes could be connected 
to either column. The smaller column could be employed for 
experiments using aspect ratios up to 16.
In order to examine aspect ratios up to 32 the y/z inch 
diameter column was re-erected in a space allowing more headroom. 
The column consisting of several extra sections including two 
with side arms for the introduction or withdrawal of solids.
The modified apparatus is shown in figures 9 and 10.
A. Ancilliary Apparatus »
4.1. Unicam Spectrophotometer.
The spectrophotometer was used for the analysis of tracer 
material- from the residence time study samples.
The apparatus consists essentially of a photo electric 
cell on which can be focused a beam of light. Liquid samples, 
in special cells>may be placed in the path of the light beam.
The method of analysis used in this particular work was 
to compare a sample of tracer solution with a sample of the pure
Fig. Wo. 11 The Unicam Spectrophotometer
Fig. No. 12 The Nutch Vacuum Filter.
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solvent, the pure solvent being considered 100% transmissive.
By comparison with solutions of known concentration;, of tracer 
material, unknown concentrations could be determined. A 
photograph of the spectrophotometer and its attendant apparatus 
is shown in figure 11.
A.2. Nutch Filter.
In order to wash the tracer dye from the material after 
performing an experiment a Nutch Filter was set up. A photograph 
of the filter is shown in figure 12.
'+ #^  Chloroform Disfiliation Unit.
The solvent used for removing the dye from the tracer 
material was chloroform. In order to purify the chloroform 
for re-use a distillation unit was set up. A diagram of this 
unit is shown in figure 13*
CHAPTER IV.
Experimental Pro gramme.
1. Preliminary Work.
The preliminary work consisted of a programme of 
experiments to test the various equations for critical 
velocity, and the hypothesis that the velocity for 
fluidisation was not influenced by the bed depth.
The programme consisted of tests carried out on 
four batches of material, each of different average 
particle size. Each batch of material was tested at four 
different bed depths.
2. Determination of the Spread of Residence Times 
By Producing C-diagrams.
The first attempt to determine the spread of solids 
residence times in the fluidised bed was decided to be in 
the form of the production of C-diagrams.
These diagrams, as explained earlier, are the concentration 
time curves at the exit of a vessel resulting from the introductio 
of a jump signal of tracer. It was decided to carry out the 
investigation in the form of a factorial block of experiments.
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The following variables were selected for consideration.
a. Air Rate ...........R
b. Bed Depth (Aspect Ratio).........H
c. Distribution Plate Design........P
Nine levels of air rate, three levels of aspect ratio and 
three different distribution plate designs were proposed for 
investigation.
It was decided that it was impracticable to completely 
randomise the experiments due to alterations to be made to the
apparatus in order to investigate different bed heights and
distribution plates. It was decided that each aspect ratio 
should be examined in turn,combined with one particular support 
plate design. The level of air rate for each test was then 
drawn from a table of random numbers. The full experimental
programme is given in Appendix 5 (page 158).
In order to test the reproducibility of the results of any 
particular test it was proposed to commence the experimental 
work by performing; several replications at one setting of the 
levels. The results of these replications could then be 
compared. Accordingly the following values of the levels
were selected:
Air Rate:- 6 x G = 0.15 ft./sec. o
Support plate:- = 3/V' Triangular pitch.
Aspect Ratio:- = 1.0
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After the replications a mechanism trial was proposed in order 
to confirm the selection of the variables. A mechanism trial 
consists of tests made at the extremes of the range of levels 
selected in order to observe the main effects of the variables.
The experimental results of the replications are given 
in Appendix 6, (page loO). After several modifications had been 
made to the experimental technique no real reproducibility was 
found and it was decided to abandon the production of C-diagrams 
and turn attention to F-diagrams.
3. The Determination of the Spread of Residence Tim.es 
By Produeing F-Diagrams.
It was first proposed to produce the F-diagrams in the 9 inch 
diameter column and, if the results were satisfactory, to proceed 
with a full experimental progamme. It was proposed to include 
three sets of tests in the full programme. These tests were to 
be as follows:-
1. Test on the 9 inch diameter column.
2. Tests on the 3*5 inch diameter column, with aspect ratios up to 
16, the solids flow being co-current with the gas flow.
3. Tests on the 3*3 inch diameter column with aspect ratios up to 
32, the solids flow being counter-current to the gas flow.
It was proposed to investigate two levels of air rate and 
two levels of solids flow rate. The air rates selected for
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investigations were 6G and 12G , where G was the critical masso o o
velocity for fluidisation.
In the second series of tests the two levels of solids flow 
rate were maintained constant, thus causing the mean residence 
times to vary as aspect ratios were altered. In the third series 
of tests, the solids flow rates were altered in order to obtain 
approximately constant mean residence times, with differing 
aspect ratios.
k Experimental Procedure 
A.I. Preliminary Work.
The material selected for the experiments was glass spheres 
or ''Ballotini'1 • This material was supplied in five lots covering 
the size range selected for investigation. Before commencing 
any experiments all the material was seived through B.S.S. seives 
and each size separated. By mixing small portions from each cut 
four separate amounts of material, each of a different mean 
particle size*were made up.
The orifice meter, for the measurement of the air flow to 
the apparatus, was then calibrated. The results of the calibration 
are given in Appendix 1, (page 15*0, and the calibration curve 
is shown in figure Ik.
one of the samples of material was then placed in the 
fluidisation apparatus and fluidised violently for about thirty
minutes to ensure complete mixing. The fluidisation air was 
then slowly shut off to settle the bed in a reproducible manner. 
This procedure was adopted because other workers had found 
that dumped solids did not give reproducible pressure drop - 
flow rate relationships. The settled bed height was then- 
measured. The air flow was then turned on and increased slowly, 
readings being taken of pressure drop and air flow rate. The 
air flow was increased until the bed passed well into the fluid- 
ised state, and then decreased again, finally being shut off.
Some material was then removed from the apparatus to give 
a lower aspect ratio. The experiments were repeated with four 
different aspect ratios.
The first samp.re of material was then, completely removed 
from the apparatus, the column being stripped down and cleaned 
to ensure complete removal.
The experimental procedure was then repeated with the other 
three batches of material. To obtain the correct value for the 
pressure drop across the bed the pressure drop across the bed 
support plate was measured for a series of air flows covering 
the experimental range. These values were subtracted from 
the pressure drop readings obtained during fluidisation. The 
results are given in Tables 1 - (pages 59 “ ?6).
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A. 2 Residence Time Studies.
A a) preparation of Material 
In order to refer the results of experiments to some 
criterion, with respect to the solid particle size, it was 
decided to make up a bed of particles in the form of a Normal 
or Gaussian distribution. This form of distribution was 
adopted because it occurs widely in industrial powders.
Accordingly the various sizes of material were rnired in 
proportions calculated to make up the normal distribution.
The relative proportions of the sizes and the average particle 
sizes are given in Appendix 2 (page 155) • A plot of the distribution 
is shown in figure 15*
A b )  Critical Velocity 
In order to define the levels of experimentation it was 
necessary to determine the critical velocity for fluidisation 
of the experimental batch of material.
Firstly the critical'velocity was determined by the 
Van Heerden equation (AA); it was found to be:-
G , = 0.05101 Ft/sec. ot
Based on an average Dp calculated from numbers of particles.
The critical velocity was then determined by the experimental 
method previously described.
The experimental value was found to be 
G expt. = 0.025 Ft/sec.
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The apparent discrepancy between the theoretical 
and experimental figures was probably due to the fact 
that a wide size range of solids was employed.
The experimental figures are given in Appendix 3 (page 156), 
and the pressure drop flow-rate relationship shown in figure 16.
k c)Tracer Material
A portion of the Ballotini for fluidisation was to be 
coated with some material to serve as tracer. As stated by 
R.S. Mar (A2) (page 21), tracer could take a variety of forms.
It was decided that surface dyeing of the material would be adopted. 
The dye had to be placed in an even coating: on the surface of 
the glass beads and it had to be capable of being easily removed 
and analysed. It had also to resist the tendency to be rubbed 
off in the fluidised bed. A number of dyes were dissolved in 
chloroform and tested in the Spekker photometer in order to 
determine the dye giving the highest .transmission density for 
any particular concentration. Also the wave length corresponding 
to maximum sensitivity was determined.
A dye solution was then made up consisting of the selected 
dye, Perspex granules and chloroform as solvent. The dissolved 
perspex gave the dye good adhesive properties.
Attempts were then made to apply the dye to Ballotini on 
trays by pouring a little solution onto the powder and then 
mixing rapidly. This proved unsuccessful, due mainly to the
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uneveness of the final coating. Attempts were then made to 
spray the dye solution onto the trays, this also proved 
unsuccessful. Finally a useful tracer material was made 
by spraying the solution into a sample of Ballotini, violently 
fluidised. The material was then dried in a vacuum oven and 
sieved.
1 d) Tracer Analysis
The tracer material, was analysed in the Beetrophotometer 
previously described. The samples were washed with a k n o m  
weight of chloroform and the transmission density of the 
resulting solution measured. By comparison with transmission 
densities of samples of known concentration, the concentration 
of any sample could be determined.
A e) Significance of Tracer headings.
The significance or degree of experimental error in the 
tracer analyses was determined by taking a set of ten samples 
of known concentration and determining the transmission density 
of each of these samples. The procedure was repeated with eight 
sets of ten samples each. The results of these tests are given 
in Appendix k, (page 157 )• The standard deviation of each set 
of results was calculat ed:< and also the mean value of transmission 
density for each set of results. The results indicate the 
experimental limit of the method of analysis.
It can be seen from the results that the higher concentrations
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of tracer cause larger fluctuations in the transmission density 
readings. The table of 95% confidence limits indicates that 95 
out of 100 results at any particular level will lie within the 
calculated limits.
k f) Production of C-Diagrams
The clean prepared solids were placed in the solids feed 
box and allowed to run into the column. The fluidising air was 
turned on to the required flow rate. The small vessel for tracer 
injection was filled with tracer material and pressurised from 
the air supply. A container was placed below the solids outlet 
from the column. This container was placed on a weighing machine 
so that the weight of material leaving the column in unit time 
could be measured.
The solids flow to the column was allowed to reach equilibrium 
so that a bed of constant depth was acheived. The solids feed and 
fluidising air were then stopped simultaneously and the depth of 
the settled bed measured. Fluidisation and solids feeding were 
then recommenced. '/'hen the solids flow became steady, tracer 
material was injected into the solids feed line. A stop-clock 
was used to record the time from the instant of tracer injection. 
Samples were collected from the solids leaving the column at 
recorded time intervals after the injection. The experiment 
was continued over a period of time approximately equal to twice 
the mean residence time of solids in the fluidised bed. The
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samples were then analysed for tracer concentration and the 
C-diagram plotted from the results.
After the first C-diagram had been plotted it was seen 
that several modifications of the experimental technique were 
required to give reproducible results. The following modifications 
were^ therefore, made.
Firstly, a reduction in the flow rate of solids to the 
column, thus increasing the mean residence time.
Secondly, the taking of more samples, especially at the 
commencement of a test, to obtain better definition of the curve 
near to the peak.
Several runs were then carried out using the modified technique 
and the results recorded.
k(g) Production of F-Diagrams.
After the modification mentioned in Chapter 3 (pa&e k€>), 
had been carried out the apparatus was ready for the production 
of F-diagrams. Tracer material was prepared exactly as before 
and was placed in the feed box. The tracer material was then 
run into the column and fluidised. Tracer material was fed 
into the column until equilibrium was established between inflow 
and outflow. Clean material was placed in the feed box and, when 
equilibrium was established, the flow of tracer was stopped and 
the feeding of clean material commenced. A stop-clock was used 
for recording the time elapsed after the switch over of the two
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feeds. Samples were removed from the solids outflow from the 
column. The samples were analysed as previously mentioned.
From the analytical results the F-diag-ram for the run 
was plotted. The bulk of the material from the experiment 
was then placed in the Nutch filter and washed thoroughly 
with chloroform to remove tracer dye. The chloroform washings 
were then distilled to purify the solvent for re-use. The 
solid material was then dried and sieved in preparation for 
the next run.
This operating procedure was repeated for all subsequent 
runs on the 9 inch diameter and 3*5 inch diameter fluidisation 
columns.
The results of the experimental work on the 9 inch diameter 
column are given in Appendix 8 (page 169)•
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1. Preliminary Work
1.1 Experimental Results;
Table No. 1
Bed No. 1. Average Particle Size = 235 .0 microns
Test Nol. Bed Height 12 ins #
ssure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Veloc:
. of water ft/sec. ins. of water ft/sec.
1.2 0.003 14.3 0.036
2,6 0.005 14.6 0.036
3.8 0.010 14.8 0.038
4.5 0.011 15.0 0.038
3-5 0.014 15.8 0.045
6.1 0 - 016 14.7 0.080
7.0 0.018 Ik.7 0.106
8.1 0.020 Ik. 6 0.087
9.0 0.023 14.5 0.080
10.7 0.026 Ik.2 0.073
11.3 0.029 lk.0 0.069
12.6 0.031 13.0 0.057
13.0 0.033 11.0 0.047
14.1 0.035 9.0 0.037
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Table No. 1. contd.
Test No. 2. Bed Height 10 ins.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
,ns. of water ft/sec• ins. of water ft/sec.
2.1 0.006 12.1 0.083
3.8 0.011 11.7 0.078
4.6 0.014 11.0 0.071
5.0 0.015 10.0 0.061
6.7 0.019 9.0 0.048
8.1 0.024 8.0 0.043
9.0 0.026 6.0 0.043
10.3 0.034 2.0 0.011
11.4 0 .034
12.0 0.035
13.5 0.040
12.2 0.067
12.2 O.O85
12.2 0.114
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Table No. 1, contd.
Test No. 3 Bed Height 9ins. Test No. b Bed Height <
•essure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Veloc:
ls. of water ft/sec• ins. of water ft/sec.
1.1 O.OO^f 2.2 0.007
2.3 0.009 3-b 0.013
2.9 0.011 b.7 0.018
3.7 0 .j01*f 6.0 0.02*f
3-3 0.020 7.1 0.029
6.0 0.022 8.2 0.033
7.1 0.027 9.1 0.036
3.2 0.030 9.3 0.037
9.2 0.03^ 9.7 0.038
10.1 0.037 10.0 0.040
11.0 0.0^ 0 10.1 O.ObO
o•r~IH 0.0^3 9.3 0.066
11.0 0.070 9.8 0.092
11.0 0.09^ 9.8 0.126
11.0 0.128 9.7 0.095
10.9 0.099 9.6 0.085
10.8 0.091 9.0 0.061
10.0 0.071 8.0 0.04-7
9.0 0.053 6. 0 0.03^
6.0 0.036 2.0 0.012
2.0 0.012
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Table No, 2.
Bed No, 2. Average Particle Size = 178,6 microns. 
Test No, 5 Bed Height 12ins.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Velo<
ins. of water ft/sec. ins. of water ft/sec
1.2 0.003 15.0 0.034
2.7 0.006 15.2 0.035
3.6 0.008 14.9 0.065
4.1 0.009 14.9 0,086
5-5 0.013 14.9 0105
6.7 0.013 14. 9 0.130
7.2 0.017 Ik.7 O.O65
8.9 0.C20 Ik.k 0.061
9.3 0.021 lk.0 0.054
10. 4 0.023 12.0 0.045
11.0 0.025 10.0 0.037
12.1 0.028 8.1 0.030
13.1 0.029 4.0 0.014
13.7 0.031 2.0 0.007
14. 3 0.032
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Table No. 2 contd,
Test No. 6 Bed Height lOins.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Velo>
ins of water ft/sec. ins. of water ft/sec
2.1 0,006 12.4 0.079
3.7 0.011 12.4 0.097
4.6 0.013 12.4 0.125
5.1 0.015 12.4 0.065
6.8 0.019 12.4 0.060
7.1 0.021 12.0 0.047
8.2 0.023 11.0 0.040
9.4 0.027 10.0 0.032
10.1 0.D29 8.0 0.023
11.2 0.032 6.0 0.013
12.3 0.043 2.1 0.008
13.0 0.060
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Table No, 2 contd.
Test No. 7 Bed Height 9ins. Test No. 8 Bed Height 8ins.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
s. of water ft/sec
1.1 0.004
3.0 0.010
4.7 C .015
5.8 0.019
7.1 0.02k
8.7 0.029
9*3 0.031
10.1 0.034
11.2 O.C37
11.7 0.039
11.1 0.067
11.1 0.090
11.1 0.108
11.1 0.127
11.0 0.068
10.8 0.060
10.0 o.o48
9.0 o.o4o
6.0 0.027
3 .0 0.013
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
ns. of water ft/sec
3.1 0.012
k.7 0.018
5.9 0.025
7.2 0.028
8.3 0.032
9 .6 0.036
10.0 0.039
10.2 0. 044
10. k 0.052
9.9 0.065
9.9 0.087
9.9 0.107
9 .9 0.134
9.7 0.067
9.3 0.059
9.0 0 .053
8 .0 0.046
6.0 0.033
3.0 0.016
2 .1 0.011
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Table No. 3 
3 Average Particle Size = 160.8 microns. 
Test No. 9. Bed Height 12ins.
Bed No.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
s. of water ft/sec
1.2 0 .00A
2 .7 0.009
3.8 0.012
3.1 0.017
6.7 0.022
8.1 0.027
9.7 0.032
10.0 0.033
l i . l 0.036
11.7 0.039
12.1 0.0 Ao
13.0 0.0 A3
13.& 0.0 A3
l A .2 0.0 A7
l A .8 0.0 A9
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
;. of water ft/sec
15.1 0.030
13.9 0.052
16.2 0.055
15.1 O.O65
15.1 0 .07A
15.1 0 .08l
13.1 0.072
1A.9 0.062
1A.7 0.061
1A.0 0 .05A
11.0 0.0 A l
9 .0 0 .03A
6.0 0.023
3 .0 0.011
Table N
Test No, 10# 
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
s. of water ft/sec
2.0 0.009
3.1 0.012
^.7 0.019
5.5 0.022
6.3 0.026
7.1 0.028
8.2 0.032
9.^ 0.038
10.6 0 .0H
ll.o 0.0^5
12.3 0.050
13.2 0.05^
12.7 0.073
12.7 0.077
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i, 3» contd,
Bed Height lOins,
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
ins. of water ft/sec.
12.7 0 .08*f
12.7 0.067
12.5 0.061
12.0 0.055
11.0 0.050
10.0 O.OMf
9.0 0 .0^1
6.0 0.022
3.0 0.013
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Table No. 3» contd.
Test No. 11 Bed Height 9ins. Test No. 12 Bed Height 8ins.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
s. of water ft/sec
1.1 0.005
3.1 0.015
4.5 0.027
6.0 0.029
7.3 0.035
8.1 0.039
9.7 0.047
10.0 0.049
11.1 0.044
11.3 0.056
11.9 0.062
11.4 O.O69
11.4 0.076
11.4 0.084
11.4 0.084
11.2 0.072
11.0 0.060
10.0 0.052
9.JO 0.047
6.0 0.037
2.1 0.011
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
. of water ft/sec
3.1 0.016
6.2 0.031
7.3 0.037
8.4 0.043
9.1 0.046
10.1 ' 0.052
11.0 0.056
10.1 0.065
10.1 0.074
10.1 0.082
10.1 0.077
10.0 0.071
9.9 0.062
9.3 0.056
8.7 0.051
6.1 0.036
3.2 0.019
2.1 0.012
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Table No* k .
Bed No, 4. Average Particle Size 105.5 microns. 
Test No. 13« Bed Height 12ins.
Pressure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Velo
ins. of water ft/sec. ins. of water ft/sec
2.2 0.003 15.5 0.033
3.7 0.006 15.5 0.036
^.9 0.008 15.5 O.O^fO
6.3 0.010 ' 15.5 0.037
8.1 0.013 15.1 0.030
9-2 0o01*f 1^.8 0.028
10.7 0.017 l^ f.O 0.026
11.3 0,018 13.0 0.025
12. k 0.019 11.0 0.021
13.1 0.020 9.0 0 .01?
l*f. 3 0.022 7.0 0.013
15.1 0.023 5.1 0.010
15.7 0.02*f 3.2 0.006
16.1 0.025
!
Pressure Drop
s. of water ft/sec
3*1 0.006
k.2 0.007
5*1 0.009
6.1 0.011
7*3 0.013
8 A 0.015
9*1 0.016
10.3 0.018
11.1 0.020
12.1 0.022
12.9 0.023
13*2 0.025
0.030
Gas Velocity 
ft/sec. 
0.023 
0.02A 
0.029 
0.033 
0.037 
0.027 
0.025 
0.023 
0,017 
0.013 
0.006
1.2 0.003
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Table No. k contd.
Test No# lA Bed Height lOins. 
Gas Velocity Pressure Drop
ins. of water
13*7
12.9
12.9
12.9
12.9 
12.5 
12.0 
11.0
8.0
6.0
3*1
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Table No. k . contd.
Test No. 13 Bed Height 9ins.
■essure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Velocity
ls. of water ft/sec. ins. of water ft/sec.
1.3 0.003 11.6 0.035
2.7 0.005 11.6 0 .0*fl
3-9 0,008 11.6 0.033
k.l 0.009 11.3 0.027
5.2 0.010 11.0 0.026
6.3 0.013 9.2 0.021
7.9 0.016 7.3 0.017
8.7 0.017 5.0 0.011
9.3 0.018 3.1 0.007
10.2 0.020 1.1 0.003
11.1 0.022
11.7 0.023
12.3 0.025
11.6 0.030
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Table No. 4. centa.
Test No. 16. Bed. Height Sins.
■essure Drop Gas Velocity Pressure Drop Gas Veloc
l s. of water ft/sec. ins. of water ft/sec.
2.1 0.005 10.0 0.028
3.2 0.007 9.1 0.025
4.7 0.010 O -70.3 0-023
6.1 0.014 5.0 0.014
8.2 0.018 3.0 0.008
9.1 0.020 1.7 0 • 004
9.7 0.021
10.3 0.023
10.7 0.024
11.1 0.025
10.3 0.029
10.3 0.053
10.3 0.040
10.3 0.035
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1.2. Sample Calculations;~ Preliminary Work,
The methods of calculating the critical velocity for 
fluidisation, by means of the equations given in the chapter 
on theoretical considerations (page 32), are presented here 
in the form of sample calculations.
(i) Critical Velocity by the Leva equation (3)*
Gq = 0.005 d3 ( p s - p f ) p f g
( 1 - d ) fi
Calculation from Test No.l 
Average particle size D^ = 233*0 microns. = 0.000771 ft. 
Density of Ballotini = 157*9 lbs./cu.ft.
Density of air p^ = O.O765 lbs./cu.ft.
g
Gravitational constant g = 4.l8 10
Shape factor X  = 1*0 (Spheres)
Viscosity of air jx = 0.043 ft .lb.hr.units.
Bed weight = 41.4 lbs.
Bed height = 1.0 ft.
Bed diameter = 0.75 ft.
The fraction voids is calculated as follows;
3.14 x 0.752 - 41.4
4 157*9d =
3*14 x 0.752
4-
Thus: d = 0.407
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Substituting:-
Gq = 0.005 (0 .000771)2(0.407)^(157.8)(0 .0765)(4.18 x 108)
1.0 ( 1.0 - 0.407 ) 0.043
Gq = 39.72 lbs./sq.ft./hr.
Then: v = Gq = 39*72 = 0.1442 ft./sec.
x 3600 O.O765 x 36OO
(ii) Critical Velocity by the Van Heerden equation (21).
Re = 0.00123 pp. g D5o_____ ________ r ^bm & p
u 2
f1
Air density p -- O.O765 lbs./cu.ft.
Bed density at maximum porosity p^ = 93*4 lbs./cu.ft.
Acceleration due to gravity g = 32.2 ft./sec./sec.
Shape factor B = 1.0 (Spheres)
Average particle size = 0.000771
Air viscosity ji - 0.000018 ft.lb.sec.units.
Re = 0.00123 (0.0765)(93.4)(32.2)(0.000771)^o p
1.0 (0 .000018)
Re = G D = 0.7274.
0 0 P
Z1
Therefore Gq = 0,01109 lbs./sq.ft./sec.
and v = 0.145 ft./sec.
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(iii) Critical Velocity by the Miller and Logwinuk equation (22) 
V = 0.00125 ( p - p f)°-9 p®-1 g
r
Average particle size = 0.000771 ft.
Solid density p = 157-9 lbs./cu.ft.
Gas density p = 0.0765 lbs./cu.ft.
Acceleration due to gravity g = 32.2 ft./sec./sec.
Gas viscosity = 0.000018 ft.lb.sec.units.
v = 0.00125 (0.OOQ771)^(157«9 - 0.0765)Q,9(0.0765)Q,132.2
0.000018
Therefore v = 0.1^9 ft./sec.
The critical velocities were calculated for the other particle 
sizes and the results are given in table 5* They are compared 
with the experimentally determined values. A typical flow-rate 
pressure drop relationship (test No.8 ) is shown in figure 17- 
The experimental value is taken as being at the break point 
from the horizontal portion of the plot, during the period of 
decreasing gas flow. A typical flow-rate pressure drop 
relationship extracted from the literature (kk) is shown in 
figure 18.
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1.3* Calculated Results of Preliminary V^ ork.
Table N o . 5*
Particle Bed Experimental Calculated Critical Vel. ft./sec.
Size Height Critical Vel. Leva Van Heerden Miller &
microns ins. ft./sec. Logvvinuk
233.0 12 0.097 0.144 0.1*1-5 0.1*1-9
235.0 10 0.090 0. 3 H 0.1*f5 0.149
235-0 9 0.100 0.144 0.145 0.1*f9
235.0 8 0.102 0.1*4 0.145 0.149
178.6 12 0.072 0.0833 0.0835 0.0861
178.6 10 0.070 0.0833 0.0835 0.0861
178.6 9 0.070 0.0833 0.0835 0.0861
178.6 8 0.073 0.0833 0.0835 0.0861
160.8 12 0.069 0.0675 0.0705 0.0697
160.8 10 0.065 0.0675 0.0705 0.0697
160.8 9 O.O65 0.0675 0.0705 0.0697
160.8 8 0.063 0.0675 0.0705 0.0697
105.5 12 0.033 0.0291 0.0309 0.030
105.5 10 0.030 0.0291 0.0309 0.030
105.5 9 0.030 0.0291 0.0309 0.030
105.5 8 0.031 0.0291 0.0309 0.030
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'Table No. 6.
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Critical Velocities.
T es t No. Experimental Mean Calc^ Percentage
Critical Vel. Crit. Vel. Deviation
ft./sec• ft./sec. From Mean
1 0.097 0 .1^6 -33 .56
2 0.090 0 .1^6 -38 .36
3 0.100 0. l;+6 -31 .51
k 0.102 0 .1^6 -30.1*f
3 0.072 0 .08^ -6 - 1^.8
6 0.070 0 .08^6 - 17.26
7 0.070 0 .08^6 - 17.26
8 0.073 0 .08^ -6 -13 .71
9 0.069 0.06923 -0 .332
10 0.065 0.06923 - 6.11
11 O.O65 0.06923 - 6.11
12 0.063 0.06923 -8 .9 9
13 0.033 0.03000 +10.0
l* f 0.030 ^  0.03000 0.0
15 0.030 0.03000 0.0
16 0.031 0.03000 +3.83
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1. 4 Discussion of 1:esults of pre.Iiminary v-rork.
From the experimental results the principal factor which 
emerges is that the critical velocity for fluidisation is 
independent of the oed depth. Slight variations may be observed 
in the experimental results, but these appear to be quite 
random, certainly they exhibit no particular trend. This 
independence of critical velocity from bed depth is in 
agreement with the results found oy other workers. Indeed it 
may be seen that the equations presented by Leva, Van Heerden, 
and Miller and Logwinuk (pages 32 and 33) contain no terms to 
include bed depth.
'ith regard to the calculation of critical velocity the 
three equations show reasonable agreement. Of the equations 
themselves the following may be said:-
(i) Leva equation.
The Leva equation presents a simple method of calculation 
of the critical velocity. However, the final numerical result 
depends to a marked extent upon the accurate determination of 
the fraction voids. Results from the equation may be altered 
materially by a small error in this calculation.
(ii) Van Heerden equation.
In the Van Heerden equation the evaluation of the bed 
density at maximum porosity presents a little difficulty; 
otherwise the equation is convenient to use.
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(iii) Miller and Logwinuk equation.
In this final equation no terms involving fraction 
voids or porosity appear, neither is any allowance made for 
particle shape. In the case of spheres, as used in the present 
work, this probably leads to very little error. Thus, the equation, 
consisting of only physical properties of solids and fluid is 
very easy to apply.
In summing up the results of the preliminary work it may­
be observed that the particle size appears ito be the most 
important factor affecting critical velocity. However, the 
determination of a mean or average particle size is a somewhat 
arbitrary matter, as is well known. In the present work the 
mean particle sizes were determined on the simplest possible 
basis, namely on the weight fraction of each individual size 
making up the sample. Where narrow size ranges are employed 
this method of determining mean particle size will probably 
give good agreement between experimental and theoretical 
evaluations of critical velocity. In the case where a wide 
size range of solids is fluidised a better method of determining 
mean particle size should be employed. It may be seen from 
Table 6 , that the calculated critical velocities are in excess 
of the experimental values. The use of a smaller mean particle 
size would bring the calculated values into line with the 
experimental values. Thus it would appear that the fines in the
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size ranges have a more important effect than is accorded to 
them by the simple method of averaging. In the case of the 
Leva equation and the Van Heerden equation the terms fraction 
voids and bed density at maximum porosity are included to offset 
the effect of wide size ranges.
In the determination of the critical velocity of the 
material used in the residence time studies the discrepancy 
between the calculated value and the experimental va3.ue is 
large. In this case a wider size range was employed than in 
the preliminary work. The mean particle size was calculated 
on the same basis as before.
The effect of these wide size ranges on the critical 
velocity for fluidisation could in itself lead to an interesting 
investigation. The discrepancy between the values calculated 
from the three equations may be due to the surface effects of 
the materials used in the original development of the equations, 
and also the use of an irregularly shaped particles.
CM
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2. Residenc e Time Studies.
2.1. Plotting of C-Diagrams.
The experimental results for the preliminary tests, using 
the 51 jump" signal to produce C-diagrams, are given in 
Appendix 6 (page lbO).
2.2 Discussion of C-Diagrama.
The C-diagrams for tests 1.1 to 1.10 were examined for 
reproducibility, and a typical diagram from test 1.6 is shown 
in figure 19. The diagrams showed a trend towards the ideal 
diagram for perfect mixing. A peak, quickly approached, was 
a feature common to nearly all diagrams. Unfortunately the 
diagrams show no real reproducibility. The mean value of the 
tracer concentration at each particular sample time was 
calculated and the Standard Deviation of the results about the 
means calculated, these figures are given in Table ?.
It may be seen that the deviations were greatest at a 
time corresponding to peaks of the C-diagram and that the 
deviations decreased toward the end of the experiments. It 
can be easily seen that the deviations greatly exceed the limits 
of accuracy of the analysis method (Appendix A) (page 157).
It 'was decided that certain modifications must be made 
to the experimental technique in order to obtain worthwhile
0-5 
1-0 
1*5 
2-0 
2-5 
3-0 
3-5 
4*0
1--- 1----------- 1----------- t
FIG
. N
o.2O
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results* Fro i the deficiencies noted fro'i the first set of 
tests the following modifications were decided upon.
(i) The taking of more samples, especially at the commencement 
of a run, to obtain better definition of the curve near the
p e ak.
(ii) Reduction of solids throughput in the column.
Four runs were carried out using the modified experimental 
technique, the results being given in Appendix 7* (page 165)
2 .3 Discussion of C-diagrams;- Modified Technique*
No real reproducibility was obtained from the four tests 
employing the modified technique. A mean curve, determined 
by finding the mean value of 0(9) at various points on the 
time scale, was plotted and, is shown in figure 20.
From the fact that the curves did not appear to be 
reproducible it was decided to abandon the production of 
C-diagrams and to attempt to produce F-diagrams. In the 
production of F-diagrams much more tracer is employed and, 
therefore, local fluctuations in concentration v/ould be 
expected to have a far less marked effect on the final diagram 
The diadvantage of using larger quantities of tracer 
is of course the increased handling and washing of the material.
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Dimensionless 
Time Factor 
0.116 
0.238 
0A7S
0.958
1.k28 
1.918 
2.380
Table No. 7
Mean Value 
of C(9) % 
33.99 
105.30 
27.72 
19.82 
11.20 
5.^}
3.56
Standard Deviation 
<2 
66.078 
2608.800 
108.960 
31.200 
2k.250 
19.560 
12.k00
The dimens ionl ess time factor is the value of t/T, w here 
t is the sample time and T is the mean residence time of 
the solids in the bed.
The first F-diagrams were plotted from tests carried
out on the 9 inch diameter column. Aspect ratios of 1 and 2
were employed and the air rate was 6 x G 1 where G is the
o o
critical mass velocity for fluidisation. The experimental 
results are given in Appendix 3 (page 166).
3*1. Discussion of Results.
The results of these preliminary tests on the 9 inch column 
showed a far greater reproducibility than previously obtained 
when producing C-diagrams. The resiu ;s showed that perfect 
mixing occurred under the conditions of the experiment. The 
reproducibility was tested by repetition of the teste1 and the 
plotting of the results on semi-logarithmic graph paper• 
straight lines were produced in each case. By calculating a 
regression line of concentration upon time it was found that 
all the experimental F-diagrams coincided with that for 
theoretical perfect mixing.
Thus it was decided that F-diagrams produced by this 
experimental technique could be used to attack the full 
experimental programme with confidence. Also further tests 
on the 9 inch diameter column were not considered as being of 
any use as perfect mixing occurred in all tests carried so far. 
It was thought that much higher aspect ratios (in the order of 
8 and upwards), should be investigated in order to find any
-  8k _
significant departure from perfect mixing.
3 *2= kac torial Experimerts.
The results of the first and second factorial experiments 
carried out in the 3«5 inch diameter fluidisation column are 
given in Tables 8 to 39 and kO to 55* They included the results 
of the analysis for concentration of tracer, the values of 
Holdback and Segregation determined oy integration of the 
F-diagram, and the mass balance.
3*3 Sample CalcuJLation.
A sample calculation of Hun k.o is now given, The method 
of determining the tracer concentration is shewn. The plotting 
of the F-diagram and the subsequent integration in order to 
determine the Holdback and Segregation and the mass balance is 
also demonstrated. The following table shows the results of 
Hun k.6. The time t is the time at which samples 'were withdrawn 
from the outflow from the column after the feed of clean material 
was commenced. T is the mean residence time of the solids. The 
value t/'T is a dimensionless quantity which greatly facilitates 
the comparison of different tests.
The percentage column shows the weight percentage of the 
clean feed material in the outflow from the column.
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Results of Run No. k.6
Sample Time Transmission Concentration
t mins.
2
k
6
10
15
20
25
30
35
kO
k5
50
55
60
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
Weight %Density
9.2 0.0
9-7 2.0
10.2 k.O
11.3 8.0
13.7 17.0
l6c1 26.0
19.0 3k.0
23.0 k2.0
27.3 k9.0
31.0 5k.0
37.5 58.0
38.0 61.5
ko.o 62.0
k3.0 6k.0
= 16.0 
= 12 x Go
= 12.90 Kgs/Hr.
(i ) Calculation of Mean R esidence Time T .
Settled Bed Height = k2.1 
Tube Diameter = 3*5
T
0.0355 
0.075 
0.106 
0.177 
0.267 
0.355 
0.kk5 
0.533 
0.622 
0.711 
0.800 
0.889
0.978
I.067
ins
ins
NO
X  >7
to'
(NID CO
oo
o
-\
o
o
o
CN
o
O Q
z  u. uj
O o LU
u u.
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p
Therefore: Volume of Material = 3*1^ - (3*5) ^2.1
k x 1728.
= 0 .23^2 cu.ft.
Bulk Density of Material = 113*0 lbs./cu.ft
Therefore Bed Weight = 26.^7 lbs.
= 12.08 Kgs.
Mean Residence Time T = 60.0 x 12,08
12.90 
5p_. 2 mins._
(ii) Plotting the F-Diagram and Integration .
The F-diagram was obtained by plotting the percentage 
concentration of feed material, detected in the outfall, against 
the quantity t/T. The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 21. 
Superimposed upon the diagram is the theoretical F-diagram for 
perfect mixing. Curve Y is the experimental diagram and curve X 
the theoretical diagram. The Holdback is determined by the 
graphical integration of the area bounded by the experimental 
F~diagram and the t/T axis up to t/T =1,0 The Segregation is
denoted by the shaded area,S, on the diagram.
(iii) Holdback (HB)
Area under curve = 9*225 sq.ins.
Total area = 25.0 sq.ins.
Therefore (HB) = 9*225 _ q ^£9
25.0
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Area S 0.25 sq.ins.
Total area 25.0 sq.ins.
Therefore (SG) = 0.25
25.0
0.010
(v) Calculation of the Mass Balance 
Mass Balance Samples:
The samples were taken after stopping the feed to the 
column and the outfall from the column after the end of the 
run. In this particular run this occurred at t/T = I.O67. 
The residual material in the bed was fluidised violently to 
ensure complete uniformity and the samples taken.
Therefore the concentration of the clean feed material
Therefore the mean concentration of the original tracer in
Transmission Densities
of Samples
40.6
41.3
Mean Transmission
41.2
Density = 40.95
40.7
remaining in the bed 62.7%
the outfall 62.7%
By integration of the F-diagram up to t/T = 1.067*
Area under the curve = 10.23 sq.ins.
Total area up to t/T = 1.067 = 26.65 sq.ins.
Therefore the total amount of clean.feed material leaving in 
the outfall, by integration
10.23
26.65
x 100 = 38*4%
Therefore the mean concentration of original tracer material 
in the outfall, by integration
= 6]
Mass Balance =
Mean concentration of tracer by integration 
Mean concentration of tracer by analysis.
Mass Balance = 6l._6
62.7
x 100 98,2%
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4.1. First Factorial Experiment*
Table No. 8 Run No.4.1
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 6 x Go
Solid Feed Rate = 27.86 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration
t mins. Density Weight %
2 5.0 0.0
A 7.0 3.0
6 7.5 4.0
8 9.5 9.0
10 10.3 13.0
19 16.1 30.0
20 24.3 47.0
25 35.6 60.0
30 46.0 69.0
35 54.7 75.0
40 63.I 81.0
Mean Residence Time T = 25.5 mins.
Mass Balance = 93.24%
Holdback (HB) = 0.2544
Segregation (SG) = 0.1660
t
T
0.0784
0.157
0.255
0.314
0.392
0.598
0.784
0.980
1.176
1.372
1.570
Conditiom
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
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Table No. 9 Run No. A.2
= 16.0 
= 6 x Go
= lA.28 Kgs./hr.
iple Time Transmission Concentration t
mins. Density Weight % T
2 A.7 0.5 0 .0A03
A A.9 1.0 0.0806
6 5.2 2.5 0.121
8 6.1 A.5 0.161
10 7.1 7.0 0.201
15 9.0 9.0 0.302
20 12.5 18.5 0 .A03
25 15.2 23.5 0.50A
30 19.2 31.0 0.60A
35 25.6 Al.O 0.705
A0 29.0 A6.5 0.806
A5 3A.6 53.0 0.907
50 39-0 60.0 1.008
55 A3. A 65.0 1.108
60 A6.0 68.0 1.210
Mean Residence Time T = A9.7A mins.
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
99 • 0% 
0.256 
0.101
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
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Table No, 10 Run No. A.3 
= 16.0
Air Rate = 12 x G0
Solid Feed Rate = 13*^6 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
2 10.5 0.0 0.038
k 11.6 1.0 0.075
6 12.1 k.O 0.113
8 15*^ 13.0 0.188
10 17-5 19.5 0.283
15 21.8 30.0 0.380
20 25.1 38.0 0.A71
25 28. A ^3«5 0.565
30 52.9 51.0 0.659
35 36.6 55.0 0.750
ko 39.2 58.0 O.8A8
^5 ^3.9 62.0 0 .9^2
50 A6.0 6^.0 1.036
55 A9.2 67.O 1.130
Mean Residence Time T = 53 .05
Mass Balance = 97 .56%
Holdback (HB) = 0.368
Segregation = 0.0
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Table No. 11 Nun No. A.A
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 12 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 23-32 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
2 9-2 0.5 0.076
k 11.9 7-3 0.153
6 13-5 12.3 0.230
8 17.2 15-8 0.307
10 25.^ 22.0 0.383
15 36.7 38-5 0.57^
20 A6.0 5^-0 O .766
25 56.0 63-5 0.958
30 63.O 72.0 I.1A9
ian Residence Time T = 2 3 - 3 8 mins.
Mass Balance = 98.8%
Holdback (HB) = 0.318
Segregation (SG) = 0.0^96
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Table No. 12 Run No. 4,5
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 12 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 22.38 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration 
t mins. Density Weight %
2 10.5 4.0
4 11.0 6.0
6 13.6 13*5
10 17.1 22.0
15 23.8 36.0
20 33.6 50.0
25 44.2 62.0
30 49.6 67.O
Mean Residence Time T = 27.18 mins.
Mass Balance = 97*6%
Holdback (HB) = 0.324
Segregation (SG) = 0.005
t
T
0.073
0.107
0.221
0.367
0.551
0.730
0.919
1.103
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Table No. 13 Run No. A.6
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 12 x G0
Solid Feed Rate = 12.9 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density 'eight % T
2 9.2 0.0 0.0355
A 9.7 2.0 0.075
6 10.2 A.O 0.106
10 11.3 8.0 0.177
15 13.7 17.0 0,267
20 16.1 26.0 0.355
25 19.0 3A.0 0.AA3
30 23.0 A2.0 0.533
35 27-3 A9.0 0.622
AO 31.0 5A.0 0.711
A5 37.5 58.0 0.800
50 38.0 61.5 0.889
55 AO. 0 62.0 0.978
60 A3.0 6A.0 1.007
Mean Residence Time T 58.2 mins
Mass Balance 98.2%
Holdback (HB) 0.369
Segregation (SG) 0.010
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Table No. lA Run No. A. 7
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 6 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 13*35 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
Tt mins. Density- Weight ‘
2 18.6 0.0
A 22.7 1.0
6 2A.1 2.0
10 28.0 5*0
15 33*6 9*0
20 36.9 lA.O
25 AO.O 20.0
30 A6.3 26.5
35 A7.0 3A.0
AO 51*9 AO.O
A5 57*6 A8.5
50 59*6 60.5
55 63*A 63.O
60 65.2 69.O
Mean Residence Time T = 5A.1 mins
Mass Balance = 97*2%
Holdback (HB) = 0.26A
Segregation (SG) = 0.099
0.0353 
0.0711 
0.106 
O .177 
0.267 
0.355 
O.AA5 
0.533 
0.622 
0.711 
0.806 
0.989 
1.067 
1.156
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Table No. 15 Run No. A.8
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 6 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 29*7 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmissi
t mins. Density
2 30.0
A 32.8
6 36.0
10 Al.8
15 A9.0
20 57.A
25 62.8
30 70.5
Mean Residence Time T =
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
Concentration t
Weight % T
0.0 0.052
A .5 0 .16A
11.0 0.2A7
23.0 O.All
39.0 0.616
55.0 0.822
63.0 1.027
71.0 1.233
2A.32 mins. 
96.2%
0.2A6
0.117
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Table No. 16 Run No. A. 9
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 12 x G0
Solid Feed Rate = 13.7 Kgs./hr
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density height % T
3 3.0 7.0 0.133
6 6.0 3A.0 0.266
9 8.2 A3 • 0 0.398
12 12.0 53.0 0.531
15 15.6 58.0 0 .66A
18 21.3 65.O 0.790
21 26.3 70.0 0.929
2A 32. A 7A.5 1.062
Mean Residence Time T = 22. 3A mins.
Mass Balance = 100 • A/.
Holdback (HB) = 0 .A32
Segregation (SG) = - 0 .102
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Table No . 17 Run No. A.10
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 6 x G0
Solid Feed Rate = 13*67 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
3 16.1 10.5 0.111
6 18.0 16.0 0.222
9 23*^ 27.5 0.33^
12 29*9 A2.0 0 .
15 36.0 51.0 0.556
18 Ao.l 59*0 0.667
21 AA.2 62.0 0.778
2A 50.3 68.5 0.890
27 52.1 70.0 1.001
Mean Residence Time T = 26 .25 mins.
Mass Balance
0011 .26%
Holdback (HB) = 0.^03
Segregation (SG) = -0 .060
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Table No. l8 Run No. A.11
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 12 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 3-1*0 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 7.5 4.0 0.108
2 10.9 11*0 0.217
3 14.0 28.0 0.326
4 16.7 36.0 0.435
5*5 21.8 51*0 0.652
6 23*0 57*0 O.76I
7 27*4 63*0 0.870
8 32.0 67*5 0.979
9 36.2 70.0 1.088
Mean Residence Time T = 8.77 mins.
Mass Balance = 96.5$
Holdback (HB) = O .382
Segregation (SG) = - 0.028
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Table No. 19 Run No. 4.12
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 6 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 32.8 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
2 2.2 19*0 0.245
4 6.4 39.0 0.491
6 12.6 55.0 0.737
8 22.3 68.5 0.982
Mean Residence Time T = 9*19 mins.
Mass Balance = 96.8%
Holdback (HB) = 0.371
Segregation (SG) = -0.014
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Table No. 20 Run No. 4.13
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 6 x G o
.Solid Feed Rate = 15*5 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
3 3.3 9.5 0.115
6 10.6 17.0 0.230
9 13.7 26.0 0.344
12 16.0 42.0 0.459
15 21.1 51.0 0.574
18 26.3 59.0 0.690
21 29.8 64.0 O .865
24 39.5 67.5 0.920
27 45.5 71.0 1.032
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 23.10 mins.
= 97.8%
= 0.403 
=  - 0.060
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Table No. 21 Run No. A.lA
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 12 x G0
Solid Feed Rate = 26.1 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration
t mins. Density Weight %
1 2.1 A.O
2 5.0 15.5
3 10.0 29.0
A 13.0 36.0
5 16.7 A3.0
6 21.1 51.0
7 23.6 55.0
8 31.0 62.0
9 A0.2 68.0
10 55.0 7A.0
Mean Residence Time T = 9*21 mins.
Mass Balance = 95.A%
Holdback (HB) = 0.389
Segregation (SG) = -0 .03A
t
T
0.107
0.215
0.513
0 .A30
0.537
O.6A5
0.752
0.860
0.967
1.075
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Table No. 22 Run No. 4.15
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8,0
Air Rate = 12 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 13.4-8 Kgs./hr.
)le Time Transmission Concentration t
mins. Density Weight % T
3 11.1 7.0 0.132
6 17.0 28.3 0.264
9 23.0 42.0 0.396
12 29.5 52.0 0.528
15 34.9 59.0 0.660
18 4-2.2 65.5 0.793
21 51.4 70.5 0.929
24- 56.4 74.0 1.057
Mean Residence Time T = 22.71 mins.
Mass Balance = 99*8%
Holdback (HB) = 0.4-36
Segregation (SG) = -0.103
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Table No. 23 Run Ho. A.l6
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 6 x Go
Solid Feed Rate = 32*76 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 6.8 3*0 0.093
2 8.1 13*0 0.189
3 9 ^  18.0 0 .28A-
k 12.0 23*0 0.378
5 15*0 32.0 O.A73
6 20.2 *f2.0 0.368
7 2^.6 ^9*0 0.662
8 27.I 53*0 0.758
10 3^*0 63*0 0.9^6
12 bO.O 70.0 1.135
Mean Residence Time T = 10.57 mins.
Mass Balanc e = 96.1%
Holdback (HB) = O.2A7
Segregation (SG) = 0.116
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Table No. 24 Run No. 4.17
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 4.0
Air Rate = 12 x Go
Solid Feed Rate = 11.89 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 9*4 3*7 0.0705
2 11.3 9*4 0.1411
3 13*3 16.5 0.212
4 16.05 22.5 0.282
6 21.7 36.3 0.423
8 27.8 48.0 0.565
10 32.6 55.0 0.705
12 39*4 62.5 0.846
14 46.2 69.5 0.988
Mean Residence Time T = 14.17 mins.
Mass Balance = 95*72%
Holdback (HB) = 0.400
Segregation (SG) = -0.045
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Table No. 25 Run No. 4.l8
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 4.0
Air Rate = 6 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 31*2 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
0.5 8.0 4.0 0.0983
1.0 10,9 14.0 0.196
1.5 14.0 23.0 0.294
2 18.1 34.0 0.393
1 24,4 47.0 0
4 32.2 57*0 0.786
5 38.7 64.0 O .983
6 47.0 71.0 1*179
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 5*085 mins.
= 101.33%
— 0 . j>o4
= -0.014
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Table No. 26 Run No. if. 19
Conditions
Aspect Ratio =■ A.O
Air Rate = 6 X G0
Solid Feed Rate = 13*1 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 9.5 k,0 0.079
2 12.0 11 A 0.157
3 l*f.5 18A 0.236
A 16.3 23.2 0.315
6 22.7 33.5 0 .A72
8 27.9 ^9*0 0.630
10 35.0 58.0 0.790
12 A2.0 65.O o.9*fif
l*f 50.6 73.0 1.102
16 59.8 80.0 1.259
Mean Residence Time T = 12 .7 mins.
Mass Balance = 96
£CO•
Holdback (HB) = 0 .387
Segregation (SG) = -■0.050
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Table No. 26 Run No. A. 2.0
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = A.O
Air Rate = 12 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 2?.A2 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins Density Weight % T
0.5 9 A  A.O 0.06A
1.0 lA.l 9.0 0.128
1.5 20.5 17.0 0.193
2.0 2A.0 2.3.0 0.257
2.5 29.2 32.5 0.386
3.0 37.5 A2.0 0.515
A.O AA.2 A9.5 0.6AA
5.0 53.1 56.0 0.773
6.0 61.2 62.0 0.902
Mean Residence Time T = 6.061 mins.
Mass Balance = 100.0%
Holdback (HB) = 0.371
Segregation (SG) = -0.020
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Table No. 28 Run No. A.21
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
— A • 0 
= 12 x Go
= 28.A Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0 
A. 0
5.0
6.0
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
Transmission
Density
9.7
12.0
lA.l
1A.8
19.0
25.7
31.1
37.6
A3.1
Concentration t
Weight % T
A.O 0.0756
13.0 0.151
20.0 0.226
23.0 0.302
32.0 O.A53
A5.0 0.60A
53.0 0.756
60.0 0.907
66.5 1.058
= 5.85 mins.
= 99.8%
= 0.360 
= 0.023
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate
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Table No. 29 Run No. A.22
= A. 0 
= 6 x G
Solid Feed Rate = 30.Al Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins. 
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0 
A • 0
5.0
6.0
Transmission 
Density 
6.8 
8.3
10.9 
15.3
22.9
29.0
35.0
38.5
Concentration t
Weight % T
5.0 0 >oq8
13.5 0.195
22.0 0.292
32.5 0.390
A6.5 0.585
56.0 0.780
6A.0 0.976
68.5 1.177
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 5*121 mins.
= 97.21%
= 0.366 
=  - 0.0122
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
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Table No. 30 Run No. A.23
= A.O
= 6 x Go
= 12.90 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
1 
2
3 
A 
6 
8
10 
12
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
Transmission 
Density 
7.0 
8.9 
11.0 
lA.l 
21.7 
28. A 
39.5 
A2.0
Concentration 
Weight %
A.5
12.0
18.0
2.6.0 
AO.O
51.5
60.5
68.0
= 11.9 mins.
= 96.Al%
= 0.381
= -0.050
t
T
0 .08A
0.168
0.251
0.335
O .503
0.670
0.8A0
1.005
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate
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Table No. 31 Run No. A.2A
= A.o
= 12 x G
Solid Feed Rate = 12.32 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
1
2
3
A 
6 
8
10
12
lA
Transmission
Density
7.0
8.0
11.0 
12.7 
18. A 
2A.6
30.0
35.6 
AO. 5
Concentration t
Weight % T
A .5 0.068
9.0 0.136
18.0 0.20A
22.5  0.272
3A.0 0 .A08
A5 .O 0 . 5 ^
5A.0 0.680
61.0 0.816
66.5 0.952
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= lA.70 mins,
= 98.3%
= 0 .A00 
= -0.0A3
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Table No. 32 Run No. A.25
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
=  1.0 
= 6 x Go
= 29.75 Kgs./hr<
Sample Time 
t mins. 
0.25 
0.5 
0.75
1.0
1.25
Transmission
Density
7.9
15.5
23.8
3A.0
AA.2
Concentration t
Weight % T
A.O 0.2A0
30.0 0.A81
A8.0 0..721
61.0 0.961
69.O 1.200
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balanc e 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= I.A7 mins. 
= 97.1%
= 0.308 
= 0.083
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Table No. 33 Run No. 4.26
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 1.0
Air Rate = 6 x Go
Solid Feed Rate = 12.4-7 Kgs./hr.
.e Time Transmission Concentration t
lins • Density- Weight % T
0.3 10.3 18.0 0.151
1.0 15.8 \>1 OO O 0.302
1.5 23.4 41.5 0.452
2.0 34.8 52.0 0.605
3.0 44.6 65.0 0.906
4.0 33.4 76.5 1.208
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 3.51 mms.
= 9 6 . 6%
= 0.438
= -0.071
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Table No. 54 Run No. 4.27
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 1,0
Air Rate = 12 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 54.71 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
0.25 10.5 17.0 0.24
0.50 15.8 35.0 0.481
0.75 25.4 51.0 0.721
1.00 34.8 62.0 0.961
1.25 44.6 71.0 1.200
Mean Residence Time T = 1,10 mins.
Mass Balance = 97*41%
Holdback (EB) = 0.352
Segregation (SG) = 0.033
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Table No. 35 Run No. 4.28
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 1.0
Air Rate = 12 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 12.23 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration
t mins, 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0
Density
11.5
15.7
24.5
32.0
45.2
Weight % 
20.0
35.0
47.0
56.0
71.0
t
T
0.162
0.324
0.487
0.649
0.974
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 3*01 mins
= 98.4%
= 0.438 
=  - 0.112
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate
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Table No. 36 Run No. 4.29
= 1.0 
= 6 x G
Solid Feed Rate = 25*70 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins. 
0.25 
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
Transmission
Density
13.7
23.7
40.3
45.2
53.5
Concentration t
Weight % T
5.0 0.147
29.0 0.284
47.0 0.580
61.0 0.882
70.5 1.180
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 1.7 mins.
= 96.2%
= 0.282 
= 0.080
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Table No. 37 Run No. 4.30
C onditions
Aspect Ratio =
Air Rate =
Solid Feed Rate =
Sample Time Transmission Concentration 
t mins. Density Weight %
0.5 20.1 21.0
1.0 25.8 33.0
1.5 36.4 50.0
2.0 42.8 58.O
3.0 54.1 71.0
1.0 
12 x Go
11.4-0 Kgs. / hr.
Mean Residence Time T = 3*23 mins.
Mass Balance = 95*8%
Holdback (HB) = 0.436
Segregation (SG) = -0.110
t
T
0.154 
0.310 
0 . 4o4 
0.620 
0.930
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Table No. 38 Run No. 4..31
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
=  1.0 
= 12 x G0
= 35*00 Kgs./hr,
Sample Time 
t mins. 
0.25 
0.5 
0.75
1.0 
1.25
Transmission
Density
13.1
1 Q 7C J.u . J
28.0
38.8
43.6
C one entration 
Weight %
14.5
32.5
50.0
63.0
72.5
Mean Residence Time T = 1.09 mins.
Mass Balance = 96.72%
Holdback (HB) = 0 . 3 4 2
Segregation (SG) = O.O38
t
T
0.240
0.480
0.721
0.960
1.201
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Table No. 39 Run No.4.32
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 1.0
Air Rate = 6 x 0 o
Solid Feed Rate = 12.12 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
0.3 13.2 15.0 0..140
1.0 16.8 2.8.0 0.280
1.5 20.9 38.0 0.420
2.0 27.4 49.0 0.554
3.0 40.0 64.0 0.831
4.0 50.5 74.0 1.108
Mean Residence Time T = 3*81 mins.
Mass Balance = 98.3%
Holdback (HB) = 0.41?
Segregation (SO) = -0.068
1'n.l
4.2 Second Factorial Experiment_L
Table No. 40 Tun Nn.nj.
Conditions
= 32.0 
= 6 x 0
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate
Solid Feed Rate = 125.76 Kgs./hr
Sample Time 
t mins.
1
2
3
4 
6 
8
10
12.5
Transmission
Density
58.0 
58.0
59.0
61.0
61.4
61.9
63.6 
70.2
Concentration 
W ei gbt % 
0.0 
0.0
2.0
4.5
11.0
21.7
37.3
64.5
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 12.48 mins,
= 96.20%
= 0.184
= 0.200
t
T
0.080
0.160
0.240
0.321
0.481
0.641
0.801
1.001
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Table No. Al Run No. 5*2
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 32.0
Air Rate = 12 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 12.5.8 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
0.5 53.8 0.0 0.058
1 53.8 0.0 0.087
2 53.8 0.0 0 .17A
3 55.7 2.5 0.262
A 55.9 7.0 0. 3A9
6 60.A 19.0 0.523
8 65* 8 33.0 0.697
10 72.0 A8.0 0.871
12 78.6 62.0 1.0A6
lA 82.8 70.0 1.365
Mean Residence Time T = 11. A7 mi ns.
Mass Balance 99.1#
Holdback (HB) = 0.206
Segregation (SG) 0.156
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
Air Rate
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Table No. A2 Run No. 5*3
= 32.0  
= 6 X G
Solid Feed Rate =• 6 9 .1 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t minsf 
1 
2 
A 
6 
8 
10 
16 
20 
2 A
Transmission
Density
52.7
53.8
53.8
5A. A 
5A.8
55.2
65»8
76.0
78.8
Concentration t
Weight % T
0 .0  0 . 0A5
1 .0  0.038
1 .0  0.176
A.O 0 .26A
6.0  0.352
11.0  0.A50
36.5 0.705
38.5 0.881
6A.0 1.056
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 22.7 mins.
= 101.b%
= 0.227
= 0.1A2
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Table No. As Run No. 5*A
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 32.0
Air Rate = 12 x G o
Solid Feed Rate = 73*60 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 A2.0 0.0 0.031
2 A2.0 0.0 0.102
A A2.5 1.0 0.20A
6 A3.5 5.5 0.306
10 A6.5 20.5 0..516
1A 52.1 38.5 0 .71A
18 63.2 53.0 0.918
22 76.2 68.3 1.122
Mean Residence Time T = 19.6 mins.
Mass Balance = 96.Al%
Holdback (HB) = 0.232
Segregation (SG) = 0.1A2
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
Air Rate
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Table No. AA Run No. 3«5
= 2 A. 0 
= 6 x G
Solid Feed Rate = 97.7A Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
1
2
3
A
6 
8
10
12
lA
Transmission
Density
A.A 
A. A 
A.8 
5.1
8.8 
lA.l 
2A, 9 
3A.3 
A5.7
Concentration t
Weight % T
0.0 0.082
0.0 0.16A
3.0 0.2A6
6.5 0.328
19.2 0.A92
3A.5 O .656
5A.0 0.820
65.0 0.983
75.A 1.1A7
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 12.2 mins.
= 97.3%
= 0.2A3
= 0.127
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Table No, A5 Run No. 5.6
Condition;:
Aspect Ratio = 2A .0
Air Rate = 12 x G0
Solid Feed Rate = 97*80 Kgs ./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins• Density Weight % T
1 10. A 0.0 0.088
2 11.0 1.0 0.175
5 11.5 6.0 0.265
A 12.0 10.5 0.551
6 17.8 25-5 0.526
8 25.9 59-5 0..702
10 52.1 55.5 0.880
12 A2..6 67.5 1.052
Mean Residence Time T = 11.A mins.
Mass Balance = 99.8%
Holdback (HB) = 0.2A7
Segregation (SG) = 0.118
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Table No. A6 Run No. 5*7
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 2A.0
Air Rate = 6 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 51*60 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 5*2 0 .0  0 . 0A3
2 3*2 0 .0  0.086
A 3*A 2.0 0.173
6 3*5 A .0 0.260
10 A. 8 11.5 0..A32
1A 9*3 30.0  0.606
18 17*1 A7.3 0.779
22 30.0 6 2 .A 0.952
2A.25 39.0 71.3 1.056
Mean Residence Time T = 2 3 . 1  mins.
Mass Balance = 101.2%
Holdback (HB) = 0.2A2
Segregation (SG) = 0.130
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Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate 
Solid Feed Rate
Sample Time 
t mins.
1 
2 
A 
6 
10 
lA  
18 
22.
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
No. A? Run No. 5.8
2A.0 
12 x Go
53*50 Kgs./hr.
Concentration 
Weight % 
0.0 
0.0 
A.O 
9.0 
25*5 
39*0 
51 * 3 
58.5
= 20.9 mins.
= 99.Al%
= 0.262 
= 0.11A
Table
Transmission 
Density 
10.0 
10.0 
10. A 
12.2 
18.8 
26.2 
35. A 
A3.0
t
T
0 .0  A7 
0.096 
0.191 
0.287 
O.A78
0.669 
0.861 
1.052
Conditions
Aspect Ratio 
Air Rate
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Table No. 48 Run No. 5*9
= 16.0 
= 6 x G
Solid Feed Rate = 55*74 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Cone entration t
t rains. Density Weight % T
1 9*9 0.0 0.068
2 10.5 1.0 0.158
5 10.7 4.0 0.207
4 11.0 8*5 0.276
6 15*2 22.0 0.451
8 18.5 55*0 0.551
10 22.1 45*0 O -689
12 57*1 52.5 0.827
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 15*51 mins
= 96.40%
= 0.287
= 0.095
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Table No. 4-9 Run No. 3.10
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 16.0
Air Rate = 12 :: G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 55<>8o Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density W ei ght % T
1 13.0 1.0 0.082
2 13.9 3.0 0.164-
3 14-. 6 9.0 0.247
4- 15.9 13.0 0.329
6 21.7 23.3 0.514-
8 30.0 4-3.0 0.657
10 39.1 56.0 0.821
12 4-7.6 63.0 0.986
16 38.3 73.5 1.314-
Mean Residence Time T = 12.17 mi ns •
Mass Balance = 96.3/
Holdback (HB) = 0.286
Segregation (SG) 0.082
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Table No. 30 Run No. 5*11
Conditions
Aspect Ratio - 16.0
Air Rate = 6 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 27-80 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration
t mins. Density Weight %
1 2A.0 0 .0
2 2A.0 0 .0
A 25.0 1 .0
6 27.0 5.0
lA 39.0 3A.0
18 A8.6 30.5
22 5A.9 39.0
2b 60.7 65.5
Mean Residence Time T = 27.09 mins.
Mass Balance = 97*12%
Holdback (HB) = 0.310
Segregation (SG) = 0.060
t
T
0.037 
0.07A 
0.1  A8 
0.221 
0.516 
O.66A 
0.812 
0.959
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
Air Rate
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Table No. 51 Run No. 5-12
= 16.0 
= 12 x G
Solid Feed Rate = 27-70 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
1 
2 
A 
6 
10 
lA  
18 
22 
2A
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
Tr ansa, is s i on 
Densi by 
28.1 
28.3 
29-9 
32.2 
38.9 
A5.3 
A9.0 
55.2 
61.1
Concentration 
Wpi.gii.-fc % 
0.0
1.0
5.0
12.0 
27.0
39.0 
A5.0 
5A.5
62.8
= 25*70 mins
= 101 A%
= 0.303
= 0.068
t
T
o . oAl 
0.082 
0.163 
0. 2AA 
0.A07 
0.570 
0.733 
0.896 
1.059
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Table No. 52 Run No. 5.13
Conditions
Aspect Ratio = 8.0
Air Rate = 6 x G
o
Solid Feed Rate = 30.72 Kgs. /hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 18.1 A.O 0.079
2 20.2 10.5 0.159
3 22.9 17.5 0.238
A 27.9 28.5 0.318
6 32.8 37.5 O.A77
8 39.2 A8.0 O .636
10 A6.5 57.0 0.79A
12 52.6 6A. 5 0.953
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (HB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 12.58 mins.
= 96.5%
= 0.35^
= -0.019
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
Air Rate
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Table No. 53 Run No. 5»lA
= 8.0 
= 12 x G
Solid Feed Rate 30.72 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
1
2
3
A 
6
8
10
12
Transmission
Density
20.6
25.0
28.8
32.0
A0.8
A6.9
5A.5
59.7
Concentration 
Weight %
12.0
22.5 
30 .0
37.0
50.0
57.5
66.0
71.0
Mean Residence Time T = 11.2A mins.
Mass Balance = 95*10%
Holdback (HB) = 0 .A26
Segregation (SG) = -O.O69
t
T
0.089
0.179
0.267
0.356
0 . 53A
0.712
0.889
1.067
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
Air Rate
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Table No. 5A Run. No. 5.15
= 8.0
= 6 x G
Solid Feed Rate 15*A5 Kgs./ h r .
Sample Time 
t mins.
1
2
A
6
10
lA
18
22
2A
Transmission
Density
29*5 
31*5 
37*A 
39* A 
A6.0 
5A .6 
59*6 
65*7
68.1
Concentration t
Weight % T
A.5 0.039
10.0 0.079
22.5 0.159
27*0 0.239
39*0 0.399
51*0 0.559
59*5 0.719
67.0 O .878
70.0 0.998
Mean Residence Time T = 25.00 mins.
Mass Balance = 101. 2%
Holdback (HB) = 0 .A23
Segregation (SG) = - 0.078
136
Conditions
Aspect Ratio
Air Rate
Table No. 55 Run No. 5*16
= 8.0 
= 12 x G
Solid Feed Rate = lA.AO Kgs./hr.
Sample Time 
t mins.
1
2
A
6
10
lA
18
22
Transmission
Density
23.0 
26. A
29.0 
3A.0 
A2.1
50.5
58.0
65.2
Concentration t
Weight % T
6.0 0.0A2
3.A.0 0.08A
20.0 O.I67
30.0 0.251
A3.5 0.A18
55.5 0.585
65.0 0.762
72.0 0.920
Mean Residence Time T 
Mass Balance 
Holdback (EB) 
Segregation (SG)
= 23.91 mins
= 97•30%
= O.AA?
= -0.133
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4.3 Summary of Results of Factorial Experiments*
Table No. 56. First Factorial
Aspect Ratio Air Rat e Solid Feed 
Rate Kg/hr.
Holdback Segregation
16 6 x G0 27.86 0.254 0.166
16
a 6 x G0 14.28 0.256 0*101
16 12 x G0
13.46 0.368 0.000
16 12 x G0 23.32 0.318 0.0496
16 12 x G0 22.38 0.324 0.005
16
b 12 x G0
12.90 0.369 0.010
16 6 x G0 13.33 0.264 0.099
16 6 x G0 29.70 0.2 46 0.117
8 12 x G0 13.70 0.432 -0.102
8 a 6 x G0 13.67 0.403 -0.060
8 12 x G0 31.00 0.382 -0.028
8 6 x G0 32.80 0.371 -0.014
8 6 x G0 15.50 0.403 -0.060
8
b
12 x G0 26.10 0.389 -0.034
8 12 x G0
13.48 0.436 -0.103
8 6 x G0 32.76 0.247
0.116
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Table No. 3b contd.
Aspect Ratio Air Rate Solid Feed Holdback Segregation
Rate Kg/hr.
A 12 X G0 11.89 o.Aoo -0.0A5
A a 6 X G0 31.20 0.38 A "0.01A
A 6 X G0 13.10 0.387 ~o.050
A 12 X G0 27. A2 0.371 0.020
A 12 X G0 28. AO 0.300 0.023
A
b
6 X Go 30. Al 0.366 -0.012
A 6 X Go 12.90 0.381 -0.050
A 12 X G0 12.32 O.AOO -0 .0A3
1 6 X G0 29.75 0.308 0.083
1 a 6 X G0 12. A7 O..A38 -0.071
1 12 X Go 3A.71 0.352 0.033
1 12 X G
0 12.23 O.A38 -0.112
1 6 x G0 25.70 0.282 0.080
1 12 x G 11. AO 0 .A3S -0.110
b 0
1 12 x G0 33.00 0 .3A2 0.038
1 6 x G0 12.12 0.A17 -0.068
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Table No. 57 Second Factorial
Aspect Ratio Air Rate Solid Feed 
Rate Kg/br.
Holdback S egrega'
32 6 X G0 125.76 0 .18A 0.200
32 12 X G0 125.80 0.206 0.156
32 b X G0 69.10 0.227 0 .1A2
32 12 X G0 73.60 0.232 0 .1A2
2A 6 X G0 97.7^ 0.2 A3 0.127
? A 12 X G0 97.80 O.2A7 0.118
2A 6 X G0 51.60 0 .2A2 0.130
2A 12 X G0 53.30 0.262 O.llA
16 6 X Go 55.7^ 0.287 0.093
16 12 X G 0 55.80 0.286 0.082
16 6 X G0 27.80 0.310 0.060
16 12 X G0 27.70 0.303 0.068
8 6 X G 0 30.72 0.35A -0.019
8 12 X G0 30.72 0 .A26 -0.069
8 6 X Go 15.^5 0.A23 -0.078
8 12 X G0 lA.AO 0.AA7 -0.133
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5« Statistical Analysis of Factorial Experiments.
5.1 Introduction
The classical idea of experimentation is to have all 
independent variables but one held constant. It is frequently 
not recognised that this may be sometimes far from ideal, for in 
order to get a fair assessment of the effect of any particular 
variable one must allow the others to vary over their full 
range as well. The factorial design of an experiment is 
intended to detect this type of effect, at the same tine 
giving maximum efficiency i.e. maximum information from the 
minimum amount of work.
Consequently the experiments in this work have been performed 
as factorials, and the results may be analysed by the methods 
quoted in Brownlee (A5). The actual type of analysis is the 
multiple correlation of three independent variables, resulting 
in regression equations, and an estimate of the total variation 
accounted for.
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5•2 First Factorial Fxpcriment
(i) Relationship between Holdback (HB) and Segregation (SG) 
Series la Runs A. (l - A ) (9 - 12) (17 - 20) (25 - 28)
(HB) = 0.562 - 0.80 (SG)
Variation Accounted for 93%
Series lb. Runs A (5 - 8) (13 - 16) (21 - 2A) (29 - 32)
(HB) = 0.35b "_0_.82__(SG)
Variation Accounted for 92%
(ii) Correlation of Holdback (HB) with Aspect Ratio (AS),
Air Rate (AR) and Solid Feed Rate (SR).
Series la.
(HB) = 0.66A - 0.0023 (AR)
- 0.0058 (AS)
- 0.0025 (SR)
- 0.00079 (AS)2 
+ 0 .000A6 (SR)2
+ 0.0010 (AR)(AS)
+ 0.00030 (AS)(SR)
+ 0.00003 (SR)(AR)
Variation Accounted for 90%,
- lA2 »
Series lb.
(HB) = 0.638 - 0.0023 (AR)
+ 0.002A (AS)
- 0.0025 (HE)
- 0.00116 (AS)2
+ 0.000A6 (SR)2
+ 0.0010A (AR)(AS)
+ 0.0002A (AS)(SR)
+ 0.00008 (SR)(AR)
Variation Accounted for 97%.
The equations for series la. and lb. can be combined in a 
single equation. The equation has been simplified by rejecting 
the variables of least importance. The final regression 
equation for the first factorial experiment is therefore:- 
(HB) = 0.613 - 0.0023 (SR)
- 0.00098 (AS)2
+ 0.000A2 (SR)2
+ 0.00090 (AR) (AS)
+ 0.0002A (AS)(SR)
Variation Accounted for 89%.
(iii) Range.
The equation should only be applied over the range in 
which the original data was obtained. This range is as follows:
- lA-2 ~
Series lb.
(HB) = 0.638 - 0.0023 (AR)
+ 0.002A (AS)
- 0.0025 (AR)
- 0.00116 (AS)2
+ Q.000A6 (SR)2
+ 0 .0010A (AR)(AS)
+ 0.0002A (AS)(SR)
+ 0.00008 (SR)(AR)
Variation Accounted for 97%.
The equations for series la. and lb. can be combined in a 
single equation. The equation has been simplified by rejecting 
the variables of least importance. The final regression 
equation for the first factorial experiment is therefore:- 
(HB) = 0.613 - 0.0023 (SR)
- 0.00098 (AS)2
+ 0.000A2 (SR)2
+ 0.00090 (AR) (AS)
+ 0.0002A (AS)(SR)
Variation Accounted for 89%.
(iii) Range.
The equation should only be applied over the range in 
which the original data was obtained. This range is as follows:
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Aspect Ratio 1 6 - 1
Solid Feed Rates 12.0 ~ 30.0 Kgs/hr.
Air Rates 6 x G - 12 x G o o
5•3 Second Factorial Experiment.
(i) Relationship between Holdback (HB) and Segregation (SG) 
(HB) = 0.332 - 0.83 (SG)
Variation Accounted for 99% •
(ii) Correlation of holdback with Aspect Ratio, Air Rate 
and Solid Feed Rate.
(HB) = 0.598 + 0.0063 (AR)
- 0.0326 (AS)
- 0.0017 (SR)
+ 0.00106 (AS)2 
+ 0.00000 (SR)2
- 0.00029 (AR) (AS)
- 0.00000 (AS) (SR)
+ 0.00004 (SR) (AR)
Variation Accounted for 97%»
This equation may be simplified by rejecting the variables 
of least importance without reducing the variation accounted 
for below that of the first factorial experiment. The final 
regression equation is as follows:-
(HB) = 0.544 - 0.0206 (AS) + 0.00031 (AS)2 
Variation Accounted for 92%«
lAA
6• Liffusional Mixing Hypothesis .
Upon examination of the experimental F-diagrams it can 
be seen that F(9) / 0.5 at v9/V = 1.0 in most cases. This 
would seem to indicate the incompatibility of the diffusional 
hypothesis, given in Chapter II (page 39), with the experimental 
results. An attempt to determine a diffusion coefficient will 
be made however, Fun A,6 will again be used as an example.
The diffusional equation is:-
In order to test the hypothesis various values of F(9) and 
corresponding values of vQ/V (i.e. t/T) were selected from 
the F-diagram from Run A.6. A value of D/Lu was then calculated 
for each value of F(Q). For the hypothesis to hold the value 
of D, the diffusion coefficient, should be constant. Thus for 
any one particular run D/Lu should be constant. The calculated 
values of D/Lu are shown in table 58.
1' /*\ T\
Table No. 58
0.10. 0.2
F(Q) t/T 2F/9) erf. a
1 - 2F(9)
0.20 0.8 0.9
a D
Lu
0.9^32
0 . 31. O.A 0.62 0.38 0 .35  2.1A30
0.A8 0 .6 0.96 0.0 A 0.0A A .1760
0.58 0 .8 1 .11  -O.89
e
rf
i-o
0-6
o
0*4
0-6 0-80-2 0*4O 10
± a
Erf.  a versus a
FIG. No.22
-  l k 5  -
A plot of erf.a versus a is shown in figure 22. The range 
of this plot excludes the calculation of the last result.
From the calculated results it can be easily seen that 
the diffusional mixing hypothesis does not hold.
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CHAPTER VI 
Conclusion s .
1. Preliminary Work.
We can conclude firstly that the critical velocity 
for fluidisation is independent of the height of the bed.
This conclusion is in agreement with the majority of other 
workers. Also the most significant factor in the determination 
of critical velocity appears to be particle size. Good 
agreement was found between the equations of Van Heerden,
Leva and Miller and Logwinuk for the prediction of critical 
velocity. The small discrepancies existing between the 
results from the three equations are probably due to surface 
effects of the materials used in the original experimental 
work, and the use of shape factors, when the equations were 
derived.
With regard to the experimental determination of 
critical velocity it is obvious that this is preferable 
for design purposes if it can possibly be performed.
Good reproducibility of results was found with trr samples 
of material employed in the present work. Where a wide 
size range of material is to be fluidised experimental 
determination is the only reliable method because large 
discrepancies appear to exist between theory and practice 
under these conditions.
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2 . C-Diagram.
The work with C-die grams was unfortunately not 
reproducibe so that any attempt to correlate results 
from a factorial experiment employing this technique 
would be valueless.
However, upon examination of the diagrams produced, 
it may be seen that the expected trends for perfectly 
mixed systems are shown. That perfect mixing was 
established later, under the conditions used in producing 
C-diagrams, does show that possibly with a different type 
of experiment the C~diagram could be a useful tool.
It is considered that the main source of error with
these diagrams was in the analysis.
This effect on the analysis was the result of a 
small amount of highly concentrated tracer being mixed 
with a large volume of clean material. Local non-uniformity 
in the fluidised bed, (visually non-homogeneous under the 
aeration conditions employed) then caused small pockets 
of widely differing tracer concentration throughout the 
bed thus resulting in non-reproducible conditions at the 
outfall•
3. F-Diagrams.
From the first tests made to produce F-diagrams it was
found that perfect mixing occurred in every ca,; e and also
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that the results were reproducible. This reproducibility 
enabled the factorial experiments to be carried out with 
reasonable confidence in the results. The reproducibility 
was considered to have been caused by the use of a more 
dilute tracer material completely filling the bed in its 
original state. Thus the local non-uniformity had a much 
less marked effect on the analysis of the outfall from the 
system.
The effect of the diameter of the fluidised bed is 
shown in some degree by these results, although the diameter 
is of course a component of Aspect "Ratio. For example by the 
comparison of Run ^hd Run 4.29 on the 9 inch diameter and 
3.5'f diameter columns, respectively, it is seen in the first 
case that perfect mixing occurs, although in the second there 
is a measure-able segregation. However, this section of the 
work has not been covered quantitively and it is only possible 
to infer that the effect of diameter may be significant.
It is of course also dependent on the solid feed rates 
and the possibility of a simple scaling up effect. It is 
concluded that further work could be undertaken to examine 
this effect more closely.
Factorial Experiments.
From the results of the factorial experiments regression 
equations have been developed which adequately describe the
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data, over the range of the variables considered. The 
reproducibility in the first factorial was quite good, 
and the extension of the experiments in the second 
factorial was carried out without replications, or 
repetition of individual runs.
The final equations were:-
(i) First Factorial
(H.B) = 0.613 - 0.0023 (SE)
- 0.00093 (Ah)2 
+ 0.00042 (OR)2 
+ 0.00090 (AR) (AS)
+ 0.00024 (AS) (OR)
Variation Accounted for 89%.
(ii) Second Factorial.
(HB) = 0.544 - 0.0206 (AS) + 0.00031 (AS)2 
Variation Accounted for 92%.
Thus the holdback may be determined by the above 
regression equations for any value of the levels in the 
experimental range. The other parameter of mixing, 
segregation, was found to be related to the holdback 
by the following equations;-
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(i) First Factorial
(a) (KB) = 0.362 - 0,80 (SG) 93% Total variation.
(b) (KB) = O .356 - 0.82 (GG) 92% Total variation.
(ii) Second Factorial
(HB) = 0.352 - O.83 (£G) 99% Total variation.
The total amount of variation accounted for by the 
regression equations, being over 90% in most cases, is 
very satisfactory.
With regard to the first factorial experiment the 
main regression equation contains three variables, namely, 
Aspect Ratio (AS) Air Rate (AR) and Solid Feed Rate (SB). 
However, the variable Air Rate only appears in the inter­
actions which indicates that Aspect Ratio and Solid Feed Rate 
have the greatest importance, in the range of variation 
employed. It is considered that the Air Rate would have 
a more marked effect at levels just above the point of 
incipient fluidisation. At the levels employed in the 
present experiments, namely 6 x Gq and 12 x Gq , the beds 
were in reasonably similar conditions of aeration.
This equation compares in an interesting manner with 
that from the second factorial containing only one variable 
(Aspect Ratio), and underlines the slight difference in the
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two experiments, designed to bring out the effect of the 
solids feed rate. In the first experiment solid feed 
rates were maintained constant as far a possible, thus 
causing the mean residence times in beds of low Aspect Ratio 
to be very short.
In the second experiment the solids rates were varied 
in order to maintain two constant values of mean residence 
time. Also in the second experiment high Aspect ratios 
were employed, thus the effect of Aspect Ratio became more 
marked, as was pi eviously expected,
It is considered that the difference in the direction 
of solids flow in the two experiments (firstly co-current 
and secondly counter-current to the gas flow), had an 
influence on the flow patterns. From the degree of mixing 
it can be seen that higher holdback is obtained with counter 
current gas flows in the cases where conditions are exactly 
comxjarable. (Run 4.1 and Run 5»H» This effect may be due 
to increasing turbulence as the top of the bed is approached, 
the effect being mentioned by other workers (20). It can be 
seen that the possibility of using a tapered vessel to obtain 
smoother fluidisation exists.
Diffusional Mixin_g>
Unfortunately the attempt to fit a. theoretical curve, 
predicted from a diffusion coefficient, to the experimental
- 1.52 ~
results was unsuccessful. Upon examination of the literature 
it can be seen that systems exhibiting- greater positive 
segregations (i.e. tendency to piston flow), than obtained 
in this work can be successfully fitted to a diffusional 
equation. However, on theoretical grounds truly" random 
motion should result in a perfectly mixed system.
It is concluded that as well as a high degree of 
random motion existing, a definite convective pattern 
exists, and this, allied with non-uniformities due to 
gas bubbles or slugs,leads to the break down of the 
original hypothesis.
The following final conclusions may be drawn
(i) Aspect Ratio has a very marked effect on the flow 
pattern. The tendency to plug flow of solids increasing 
with increase of Aspect Ratio.
(ii) The solids rate also can have a marked effect, 
very high throughputs causing a tendency to plug flow.
(iii) Increase of air rate, although less significant than 
first thought does have the effect of increasing the tendency 
to perfect mixing.
Finally it can be seen that although the field 
covered by the two experiments is in itself very small the 
many trends found, although not evaluated quantitively, can 
lead to several productive lines of research.
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(i) Closer investigation of the effect of solids feed rate.
(ii) Investigation of co-current and counter-current types 
of flow, allied with investigation of the flow patterns in 
tapered beds.
(iii) The effect of very shallow beds. On theoretical grounds 
it may be deduced that plug flow will occur in a bed of aero 
Aspect Ratio.
(iv) The extension of the diffusional hypothesis with 
additional terms to account for convection effects.
(v) The effect of air rates .just above the point of incipient 
fluidisation.
These lines of research do not indeed cover every aspect 
of the work,as a much broader consideration of the problem 
would include investigations of the effect of particle size, 
particle size distribution, solid density, shape factors, 
air distributor design and column diameter.
However, the present work shows that the individual 
trends first predicted are correct, and that is possible 
to evaluate data which could prove useful in design.
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CHAPTER VII 
Appendix
Appendix No. 1.
Calibration of the Orifice Meter
Dimensions : Diameter of 
Diameter of
piping = 2.0 
orifice = 0.5
Volume of Air Pressure Drop Air Velocity
cu•ft./min. ins. of water 9”dia. column
1.219 0.5 0 .0^06
I.76A- 1.0 0.0665
2.201 1.5 0.0830
2.598 2.0 0.0980
2.917 2.5 0.1100
3.210 3.0 0.1210
3. U 7 3.5 0.1300
3.6V7 k.O 0.1375
3.820 ^.5 O.lMfO
0.303 
0 . A38 
0.547
0.646
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Appendix No. 2
Distribution of Solids Particle Size.
Av. Particle Mesh Size Relative Weight °/o
Size microns. B.S.S. Proportion
52^.0 Jf5 - 52 8.0 1.92
275.0 52 - 60 25.8 6.18
251.0 60 - 72 55.^ 12.80
19^.5 72 - 85 85.8 20.60
I65.O 85 - 100 85.7 20.50
158.0 100 - 120 61.1 ±k. 70
ll^-.O 120 - 150 k 2 A 1 0 s lA-
96.5 150 - 170 51.1 7.96
82.5
00OJ1O1 —! 28.8 5.70
Totals:- *H7.1 100.00
Mean Particle Size = 170.26 microns.
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Appendix No. 3
Experimental determination of the Critical Velocity of the 
Solids for Residence Time Studies
Pressure Drop Orifice Press. Pressure Drop Orifice Press.
ins. of water Drop ins.water ins. of water Drop ins.water
7.6 0.036 11.55 0.21k
10.^ 0.073 11.3 0.185
11.9 0.102 11.15 0.170
11 .5 O.lkk 10.6 0 .1^5
11.5 0.192 9 A 0.099
11.5 0.255 8.5 0.086
11.7 0.3V7 k.5 0,056
11.6 0.291 2.7 0.030
11.6 0.268
The pressure drop flow rate relationship is shown diagrammatically
in figure 16. The critical velocity was determined at an
orifice pressure drop reading of 0.200 ins. of water.
From the orifice calibration chart ( Fig. 12 ):~
Gas flow at critical velocity reading = 0.660 cu.ft./min.
Therefore Critical Velocity Gq = (0 .66) (if) (lM-0 = 0.025 ft./sec.
(60)(3.l*f)(8l)
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Appendix No. A
Significance of Analysis Results.
Concentration Transmission Densities
Level S a m p 1 e N u m b e r
Percentage 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9
100 69.5 7^.5 68.9 71.8 68.0 69.O 71.9 70.9 71-9
80 7A.8 76. k 77.1 77-2 73.0 77-9 77-2 77-7 77-1
50 85.9 82.0 8^.8 8^8 81.3 83-7 83-7 8A. 3 83-9
AO 8b. 1 86.9 86.9 88.8 86.^ 85.9 85.9 89.O 89.5
50 89.5 90.1 91.6 92.0 88. A 92.0 92.0 93-0 91.0
15 93.6 96.2 95.6 96.1 9^-5 97-'+ 97-^ 96.8 95.5
10 96. A 98.^ 97.2 97-9 96.1 97.7 97-7 97-7 97-1
5 98.3 99.1 99.5 99-^ 98.6 99.3 99-3 99-1 98.7
Calculated Results3 95% confidence limits = y
?
~ x 2 .31
Cone? Level Mean Tran? BenT Stand. Dev? d2 o'2 x 2.31
100 70.53 2.66 6.1A
80 76.61 2.A0 3.5^
50 83.80 2.69 A.7;+
ko 87.19 2.79 6.35
30 90.70 2.60 6.00
15 95.50 1.63 3.76
10 97.30 0.93 1.22
5 98.90 0.263 0.612
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C - Diagrams 
Symbols: Air Rate = E 
Aspect Ratio= H 
Plate Design= P
Appendix No. 5 
Experimental Program
Run No. Setting
1 HipiEi
2 ” h7
3 " E2
k " e8
5 1! P9
6 « R^
7 " R6
8 " Er-5
9 " R, 5
10 H1P3R7
11 " r8
12 " R
3
13 " R1
Ik
15 u p9
16 » r2
Run No. Setting
17 h1P3E6
18 1? p
5
19
W 5
20
" Ri
21 H R
9
22 " R
3
23 11 R?
2k f p2
25 " \
26
” R8
27 " R6
28
H2P1R7
29 " R2
30 w
OO
31 " E9
32 " ^
Run No. Settin
33 H2P1E6
3k If
E5
35 tl R3
36 ff E1
37 H2P3E7
38 ?f E8
39 if
E3
*K) if E1
kl ff
\
k2 ;i
R9
k3 if' R2
kk ;»
E6
k3 it
E5
kG h2:P2E5
k7 ft R1
kS ft
R9
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Appendix No. 5 contd.
Run No. Setting Run No.
A9
H2P2E3 65
50 if
®7
66
51 t? K2 67
52 fj h3 68
55 L 69
5^ n E6 70
55 EL?5 lE7 71
56 u B2 72
57 ?r ill r} ( 73
58 t?
E9 7*f
59 ;f L 75
60 if E6 76
61 tf
B5 77
62 if I;3 78
63 11
E1 79
6A ELP
5 3R7
80
Setting
H3 P5 R8 
R„
R-,
Rk
R,
Jrt,
Rz
Pw
H. P R2 5
S.
R,
R
P
81 R,
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cperimental Results - C - Diagrams Runs 1.1 - 1.10
Run No. 1 .1
Sample Time Transmission Absorption Concentration t
t mins. Density Density C(0) x 100 T
0.5 61.90 38.1 27.9 0.116
1.0 44.0 66.0 122.9 0.238
2.0 59.4 40.6 36.5 0.476
4.0 62,6 32.4 25.7 0.958
6.0 66.0 33.0 10.8 1.428
8.0 68.0 32.0 7.3 1.916
Run No. 1.2
Sample Time Transmission Absorption Concentration t
t mins. Density Density C(0) x 100 T
0.5 55.3 46.7 41.6 ’ 0.116
1.0 60.5 39*5 16.8 0.238
2.0 57.2 42.8 27.9 0.476
4.0 - - - 0.958
6 • 0 62.3 37.7 10.7 1.428
8.0 65.I 34.9 1.3 1.916
10.0 65.3 34.7 0.6 2.380
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Appendix No. 6 contd.
Nun No. 1.3
Sample Time Tra nsrnission Absorption Cone entration t
t mins. Density Density C ( 0 ) x  1 0 0 T
0 . 5 5 3 . 8 A6 .2 2 3 . 7 0..116
1 . 0 5 0 . 1 A 9 .9 3 8 . A 0 . 2 3 8
2 . 0 5 2 .0 A8 . 0 3 1 . 7 O.A76
A.O 5 6 . 5 A 3 .5 1 6 . 5 0 . 9 5 8
6 . 0 6 0 . A 39 6 3 * 2 1 .A 28
8 .0 - - - 1 . 9 1 6
1 0 .0 - - 2 .3 8 0
Run No. 1 . A
Sample Time Transmission Absorption Concentration t
t mins. Density Density C(0) x 1 0 0 T
0 . 3 6 6 .0 3 A .0 3 1 . 6 0 .1 1 6
1 . 0 A3 , A 3A .6 1 0 1 . 7 0 .2 3 8
2 . 0 6 5 . 5 3 A . 3 3 3 . 2 O.A76
A.O 6 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 1 7 . 9 0 . 9 5 8
6 . 0 7 5 . 1 2 A .9 0 . 6 1 .A28
8 . 0 7 A .9 2 3 . 1 1 .2 1 .9 1 6
1 0 .0 7 3 . 1 3 2 A .8 3 0 .A 2 . 3 3 0
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Appendix No. 6 contd.
Run No. 1.5
Sample Time Transmission
t mins. 
0.5
1.0
2.0 
A.O  
6.0 
8.0
1 0 .0
Run No. 1.6 
Sample Time 
t mins. 
0.5
1.0 
2.0 
A.O
6.0 
8 .jo
1 0 . 0
Densi ty
65. A 
6A .5  
6A. A6
6 6 .5
6 6 . A7
6 9 . 60
59 * 6 6
Transmission
Density
5A .2
3 0 .2
5 2 .2
62.0
6 2 . 5
6 3 .8
Absorption
Density
3 6 .6
3 5 . 5  
3 5 . 5A
33.50 
3 3 . 5 3  
3 0 . 3A 
3 0 . 32-
Absorption
Density
A5 . 8
6 9 . 8
A7 . 8
3 8 .0
3 7 . 5
36.2
Concentration 
C(0) x 100
2 1 . 3
1 7 . 7
1 7 . 9
1 0 . 7
1 0 . 9  
1 . A 
0.6
0 .1 16
0 .2 3 8
O.A76
0 . 9 5 8
1 .A28 
1.916 
2 .3 8 0
Concentration 
C(@) x 100
39.2
121.0 
A6.2
1 2 . 7
1 0 . 7  
6.A
t
T
0 .1 1 6  
0 .2 3 8  
0 . A76
0 . 9 5 8
1 .A 28 
1 . 9 1 6  
2 .3 8 0
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Appendix No. 6 Contd.
Nun No. 1.7
Sample Time Transmission
t mins. 
0.5 
1.0
2.0 
A.O
6.0 
8.0
10.0
Run No. 1.8 
Sample Time 
t mins• 
0.5
1.0 
2.0 
A.O
6.0
8.0
10.0
Density 
A7.5 
53.A 
55.3
52.2
55.6 
57.9
Transmission 
Density 
68,5 
8.6
73.5 
71.9
Absorption 
Density
52.5 
A9.6 
AA. 7 
A7.8 
AA.A 
A2.1
Absorption
Density
31.5 
91.A
26.5 
28.1
Concentration 
C(0) x 100 
Al.6
31.7
10.8
25.8 
lA.O
6.1
Concentration 
C(@) x 100
33.0
157.9
16.5
21.7
76.5 23. 6.1
t
T
0.116
0.238
O.A76
0.958
1.A28
1.910 
2.380
t
T
0.116
0.238
O.A76
0.958
1.A28
1.910 
2.380
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Appendix No. 6 contd.
Nun No. 1.9
Sample Time Transmission Absorption Cone entration t
t mins. Density- Density- C(@) x 100 T
0.5 57.8 42.2 47.0 0.116
1.0 56.4 A3.6 51.6 0.238
2.0 63.4 36,6 27.8 0.476
4.0 65.4 34.6 21.2 0.958
6.0 67.0 33.0 15.6 1.428
8.0 - - • 1.916
10.0 69.5 30.5 7.3 2.380
Run No. 1.10
Sample Time Transmission Absorption Concentration t
t mins. Density- Density C(©) x 100 T
0.5 56.3 A3.7 31.0 0.116
1.0 33.7 66.3 107.9 0.238
2.0 58.2 41.8 24.7 0.476
4.0 59.8 40.4 19.9 0.958
6«0 62.0 38.0 11.7 1.428
8.0 62.5 37.5 9.8 1.916
10.0 _ - - 2.380
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Appendix No, 7
Experimental Results C - Diagrams Modified Technique
t Percentage Concentration of Tracer Mean Cone
mX Run2•1 Run2 .2 Run2.5 Run2•4 Percent.
0.1 20.0 40.0 40.0 61.8 40.45
0.2 41.4 42.4 62.0 - 48.6
0.5 69 • 6 60.0 40.8 54.8 51.5
0.4 4-8.6 42.8 51.6 28.4 52.8
0.5 57.8 29.8 57.0 24.8 51.8
0.6 51.6 29.8 25.2 21.8 27.I
0.7 27.8 24.0 22.6 19.2 24.4
0.8 24.0 20.0 19.4 17.0 20.1
1.0 19.2 15.7 17.0 15.0 15.8
1.2 16.5 12.0 11.6 10.0 14.0
1.5 15.8 9.6 9.0 6.8 9.8
2.0 10.4 n a /• J 6 . H- 4.7 7.2
2.5 7.1 6 . 0 4.5 5.2 5.1
5.0 4.6 4.6 2.6 2.7 5.6
5.5 4.0 4.0 1.7 1.7 2.8
4.0 4.0 4.0 0.6 0 .6 2.5
The mean curve is shown in Figure No. 20
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Appendix No. 8
Experimental Results F - Diagrams 9 inch diameter column.
Run No. 3*1
Aspect Ratio = 1.0
Air Rate = 6 x G o
Solid Rate = 76.81 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 28.2 3.1 0.0825
2 32.5 10.6 O.I65
3 37.4 18.9 0.248
4 41.9 26.5 0.330
5 40.9 24.0 0.413
6 46.1 33.6 0.495
7 52.9 46.1 0.660
8 58.6 54.8 0.825
12 62.0 60.6 0.990
14 70.5 69.5 1.155
16 72.0 72.9 1.320
18 72.6 79.5 1.485
20 75.1 82.8 1.650
Mean Residence Time T = 1 2 . 1 2  mins.
Holdback = O .368
Segregation = 0.0
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Appendix No. 8 contd.
Run No. 3-2
Aspect Ratio = 1.0
Air Rate = 6 x Go
Solid Rate = 75*78 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentra
t mins. Density- Weight \
1 28.5 5.9
2 31.8 13.8
3 33.5 18.0
4 36.8 26.9
5 39.0 31.0
6 42.6 38.4
8 47.0 45.8
10 52.5 55.0
12 57.0 62.8
14 60.5 68.2
16 64.1 75.0
18 65.5 76.9
20 78.0 81.9
22 69.5 83.9
Mean Residence Time T = 12.2 mins.
Holdback = 0.368
Segregation = 0.0
t
T
0.0819
0.164
0.246
0 .3 2 8
0.410
0 .6 5 6  
0.819 
0.983 
1.147 
1.3H 
1.475 
1.639 
1.803
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Appendix No. 8 contd.
Run No. 3.3
Aspect Ratio = 2.0
Air Rate = 6 x Go
Solid Rate = 129.3 Kgs./hr<
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 42.5 10.7 0.070
2 43-4 15.3 0.140
3 V7.3 24.5 0.210
4 49-5 30.8 0.281
6 53.0 40.9 0.421
8 56.3 50.3 0.561
10 57-8 54.6 0.701
12 59.1 58.4 0.841
14 60.0 61.0 0.981
16 61.0 63.8 1.122
18 64.0 72.4 1.262
20 65.O 75-3 1.402
Mean Residence Time T = 14.26 mins.
Holdback = 0.388
Segregation = 0.0
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Appendix No. 8 contd.
Run No. 3 • 4
Aspect Ratio = 2.0
Air Rate = 6 x Go
Solid Rate = 129.1 Kgs./hr.
Sample Time Transmission Concentration t
t mins. Density Weight % T
1 43.1 7.7 0.067
2 40.5 12.0 0.134
3 41.2 17.4 0.201
4 44, 6 24.3 0,268
6 '47.1 33.7 0.402
8 48.6 40.0 0.536
10 53.3 51.5 0.670
12 57.7 60.0 0.S04
14 56.8 66.0 0.938
16 58.4 69.8 1.073
18 39.2 70.9 1.140
20 60.0 74.1 1.207
Mean Residence Time T
Holdback
Segregation
14.91 mins. 
0.388 
0.0
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Appendix No. 9
erimental Program First Factorial Experiment •
Run No. Aspec t Ratio Solid Rate Air Rate
1 ~ 16 Low 6 x G0
2 1
a
16 High 6 x G0
3 16 Low 12 x G0
16 High 12 x G0
5 " lb Hi gh 12 x G0
6
b
16 Low 12 X G:0
7 16 High 6 x G0
oo 16 Low 6 x eo
9 ' 8 Low 12 x G0
10 \ 8 Low 6 x Go
11
a
8 High 12 x G0
12 j 8 High 6 x G0
"N
13 8 Low 6 x G0
l*f 8 High 12 x G0
15 b
8 Low 12 x C-0
16 ,f 8 High 6 x G0
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Appendix No. 9 contd.
Run No. Aspect Ratio Solid Rate Air Rate
17 k Low 12 X G0
18 a k High 6 X Go
19 k Low 6 X G0
20 k High 12 X G0
21 k High 12 X Go
22
b
k High 6 X Go
23 k Low cO X G0
2k k Low 12 3: G0
25 1 High 6 X Go
2b
3.
1 Low 6 X G0
27 1 High 12 X G0
28 1 Low 12 X G0
2-9 1 High 6 X G0
30
b
1 High 12 X G0
31 1 Low 12 X G0
32 1 Low 6 X G0
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Appendix No. 10
Experimental Program Second Factorial Experiment.
Run No. Aspect Ratio Solid Rate Air Rat
1 32 High 6 x Go
2 32 High 12 x G0
3 32 Low 6 x G0
4 32 Low 12 x G0
5 24 High 12 x Go
6 24 Low 12 x G0
7 24 Low 6 x G0
8 24 High 6 x G0
9 16 Low 6 x G0
10 16 Low 12 x G0
11 16 High 12 x G0
12 16 High 6 x G0
13 8 Low 12 x G0
14 8 High 12 x G0
15 8 High 6 x G0
Id 8 Low 6 x G0
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